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IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
THE CPM called the battle for the harvest in West Bengal a battle for

Indian democracy. The State Committee of the party nOw claims
that the battle has been won, on 400,000 acres of khas and benami
land-the total area recovered from the jotedars-despite all-out repression
by the CRP and the police acting in collusion with hired goondas and
the Congress 'a:nd BangIa Congress. Twenty-three peasants and Kisan
Sabha workers were killed by the police and goondas during the brief
period of harvesting, but there is no mistaking the surge of confidence in
the countryside, an upsurge which the CPM thinks will be reflected in
the "big political battle" of the coming elections overwhelmingly in its
favour. Parkalam, as Kamaraj used to say.

Very little of the repression in the countryside comes out in the
press. There seems to be a conspiracy of silence, particularly if one
believes the CPM remark that this time the local bureaucrats of the
President of India unleashed massive repression in the villages but did
not attack cities. Let us forget the people who were killed, or arrested
and tortured in Calcutta. We have already forgotten Barasat. They do
not matter, at least to the CPM perhaps because it was not touched in the
cities. In the countryside, however, direct repression apart, there is
litigation by jotedars which the poor cannot afford. Thousands of
peasants, according to sources other than CPM, have been deprived of any
rights they had by jotedars who went to court on all kinds of pretexts.
Some of them are famous for their cunning. They keep quiet while the
peasantS' till the land with their meagre resources; before the crop ripens
they move the court fOr application of some section or other of the
many august laws against recalcitrant peasants: the application
is sent to the local thana for investigation and the police file false reports.
All this happens without the knowledge of the peasants. One fine
morning they get interim injunctions and show-cause notices. Bewildered,
they try to do something to get the injunction vacated but before they
can move the jotedars, with police help, carry away the crop. The dis-
possessed can file a complaint with the local kisan sabha and wait.

A recent enquiry by the Director of Land Records, West Bengal,
confirms that the jotedars are still depriving the bargadars of their, rights
on a large scale by various means. The rich are helped by the chronic
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to contain the differences th
arms question and prevent the dIS
lution of the august associa,tion. In";..
teres tingly, the Indian Prime Minisfer
has stayed away from the Conference';-
deputing Mr Swar n Singh to do the
unbecoming job Of tightroping the
Conference. "Spiritually committed"
to tIle African liperatiQn' movement,
India has d~cided to play safe this
time. She has chaffed at the Bri-
tish for their intransigence but has in
the same breath called on the Afri-
cans to desist froin a showdown.

But to what purpose? To the Bri-
tish the Commonwealth has been a
device to keep up the economic ham-
merlock on their former real estates
under the ifig-leaf Of common interast.
And they never hesitated, now as in
the past, to let down others for their
own interest. On the question of South
Africa, they are out to play the same
perfidious game. Nothing should pre-
vent others from foiling them. But
then it requires some sacri'fice which
the pettyfogging, Westernised leaders
in New Delhi cannot do. The Afri-
can fighters in the field may be ex-
pendable, but the Commonwealth
Conference and the annual safari
along with it !Ilust go on.

Barely five weeks remain for the
parliamentary poll, and the hysteria
at the hustings is mounting. But the ••.
battle-lines are still blurred. The
Prime Minister has thrown cold water
on the aspirations of parties ·like the
cn and the PSP whicli had appoint-
ed themselves her cheer-leaders in
the hope of securing a few back-
bench seats in her post-election ca-
binet. She has firmly expressed her-
self against any ••lliance between her
party, which, after the Chief Election
Commissioner's verdict, is symboli-
cally in the direct line of descent of
the Indian National Congress, and
any other party ,at the national level.
Evidently, the Prime Minister is not
prepared to share power with anyone
at the Centre and is bent on playing ..--.
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Indeed, faith moves mountains.

New Delhi on his way to Singapore
he said categorically that he intended
to resume arms sale and did not like
to have the issue discussed in Singa-
pore. The suave British Primier has
worked up the phantom of a Russian
naval presenCe in the Indian Ocean
to justify this reasoning. When ask-
ed about the possibility of Pretoria
using the arms to shoot down the
African freedom fighters, Mr Heath
referred to the Russian arms aid to
Fedayeens in the Middle East. But
the prosaic diplomats did not explain
how could Mr Heath equate the two
situations.

Not unnaturally Mr Heath's deci-
sion has led to strong protest from
the African nations who are helping
the liberation movement in South
Africa. Some of them have threaten-
ed a walk out rather than give in on
this point. The preoccupation of
others, particularly India, has been

and crushing indebtedness of the district-in one Or two areas the
sharecroppers. Unable to pay back peasants have snatched rifles
the loan, very often taken in kind, from policemen. The ~liberation
in paddy, tliey renounce in writing army will comprise squads of land-
all their tenurial rights and become less peasants, each to be under a
landless labourers. What can they do local Or regional commander, to be
when they have very often to give three elected, generally, from among the
maunds of paddy for one maund landless. Party members must obey
taken in lean times.? How can' the the directions of these commanders
destitute till and keep the land they in "military matters". Everywhere
seize? Co-operatives are not in revolutionary committees ot' landless
vogue. peasants are to be formed under the

So, some people are rather scep- leadership of the party. These com-
tical abOut report of the growing mittees will help in the redistribution
militancy of peasants claimed by the of land leTt by runaway jotedars, im-
parliamentary leftist parties which provement and maintenance of agri-
organised the seizure of excess land cultural production in the face of
(beyond 25 acres) while the UF was repression and formation of village
in power. defence squads. Guerilla war, says

The CP(ML), whiCh does not be- the CP(ML), loses direction if it is
lieve in parliamentary methods or not accompanied by the establishment
land-grabbing Of the UF variety, also of political power. Armed struggle,
claims a degree of selective peasant it is asserted, has created panic not
militancy that is surprising. It has only among the ruling classes and
even announced the birth of a peo- their agents in India but also among
pIe's liberation army. We are told ,reactionaries abroad.
that the armed struggle of the pea- /
sants has gained strength in every

Predictably, no consensus could be
reached, at the time of writing, on
principles Of a common declaration
at the Commonwealth Conference
that started in Singapore last week.
Predictably, too, the reasons have
been the British refusal to reverse the
decision to sell arms to South Africa
and the continued refusal by the
African nations-notably Uganda,
Zambia and Tanzania-to back down
On the question.

Despite their occasional lip-service
to racia.] equality, the rulers at Down-
ing Street, liberals or conservatives,
were never very earnest about sanc-
tion of any sort against the racist
white rulers in South Africa. Mr
Heath has never had any qualms what-
soever. He is no Fabian and has no
pretensions. Immediately after he
was voted to power, he began to es-
p~use Pretoria openly and wanted to
sell firm to it. To the pressmen in

2
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to smuggle inta this alliance and has
become a suspect of the EPC ; but it
does not know how ta, without
agreeing to be relegated to the posi-
tion of a regional party. It is in
the EPC; for otherwise it may be
left out in the cold. The Forward Bloc
is under slrian because of pulls from
three different directions. The dissi-
dent PSP has split, and the double-
dissenters are flocking to the Congress-
(R) -BangIa Congress consolidation.
So are two break"way groups of the
SSP. All these political acrobatics are
being committed in the name af the
special situation in West Bengal. It-
is a handy pretext for it can be in-
voked as effectively for joining hands
with the Congress (R) as for oppos-
ing it. The only party which is'
showing some consistency in this per-
vasive opportunism is the ~PM;
because the Prime Minister would not
touch it with a barge-pole; maybe
New Delhi's hostility has redeemed
the party.

(

countrymen to be prepared fOr "all-
out war" when the cease-fire ends.
He has made public statements to the
effect that it is absolutely essestial
far Israel to produce a definite time-
table for troop withdrawal from ter-
ritories occupied during the Six-Day
War Or for the Jarring Mission to
make considerable progress if there
is to be a renewal, of the cease-fire.
The first can be straightaway written
off, while no one knows whqt consti-
tutes 'considerable' for Mr Sadat.
To what extent the general mood in.
the DAR has changed will be clear
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affer; they are re]Olcmg over the
projected division of election spoils
under which the Congress (R) will
rule at the Centre and they in the
States. The policy af the Congress-
(R) in the States is in furtherance of
the Prime Minister's policy at the
Centre.

The strategy of the Congress (R)
h38 put the eight-party combination
in West Bengal in a predicament.
The simulated quarrel between the
party and the BangIa Congress has
ended as quickly as it had developed,
obviausly at the intervention of the
Centre. The BangIa Congress has
bitten much more than it can chew,
but N"ew Delhi has no objection be-
cause it has not made a corresponding
claim to Lak Sabha seats. The stu-
dent and youth wings af the ·Congress-
(R) are said to have resented this
in1quitous distribution of assembly
seats, but their anger is an expression
of thwarted ambition which wil1 die
down eventually. The CPI will like

The off and an peace negotiations
under the aegis of the Swedish diplo-
mat Dr Gunnar Jarring are so much
concerned with procedural matters
that it has not been possible to take
UP is~ues of substance. That the
hal!l!ling would continue for lonl! has
been made ahundantly "c1e:)r by both
Mr Anwar Sadat and Mr~ Golda
Meir in their recent' interviews with
columnist J ~mes Reston. The Israeli
Prime Minister was renorted as sav-
ing: that she herself CQuld not sav she
saw peace in the near future and if
there were any slight hone o'f reach-
ing a real peace with the DAR and
the other Arab countries it would take
a long time. But the present ~tale-
mate is not reql1y to anvbody's in-
convenience-the Palestinian com-
mandos have ditched the Rocrers
pronosals as disP'uised traps-which
is why it is unlikelv that there will be
shootinQ" again when the present
cease-'nre expires on February 5.
Mr Sadat has been haranguing his

Middle East

··,2an outright· win. M,yhe she has
ventured to take to this course be-

. cause she has confidence in her faith-
/- fuls, because she knows that ignoring

the present reb1Jff they will rally
round heT .in the event a" her failing
to secure an absolute majority in the
Lok Sabh", Those who are dismay-
ed at ihis sudde'i1 ecl' se af progres-
siveness in her will not fail to redis-
cover it to install her in power should
the need arise. She wants to eat
the coke and have it too, because the
left parties have become servile, be-
cause in the infighting in the left
every warrin~ faction wants to have
her on its side. They are her critics

.,pot by choice but by force of cir-
cumstances created by her.

In the States where assembly ele~
tions will be held simultaneously with
the parliamentary poll she is prepared
to follow a flexible policy. In as-
sembly elections her party is entering
into all kinds of arrangements with
sundry parties and groups. Na quib-
bling over principles is being allowed
to stand in the way of ricketty alli-
ances with widely disparate parties.
The Cangress (R) is ready to be more
than generous to its prospective part-
ners in the matter of allocation of
assembly seats provided they respond
by withdrawing their claims to as
many Lak Sabha, seats as the Prime
Minister wants; it is trading as-
sembly seats for Lok Sabha seats.
Parties having pretensions ta an all-
India status are in a quandary. The
so-called national parties cannot sa-
tisfy the hunger of the Cangress (R)
far Lak Sabha seats without incurring
the risk or" being returned to the
house with depleted strength. On
the other hand, regional parties hav-
ing no ambition to capture power at
the Centre are delighted ta grasp the

Statesman Office
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FROM A POLITICAL CORRESPONDENT

The Tricl(ed Left

JANUARY 23, 1971

from the CPl or the_PSP. "In Andhra
Pradesh Mr °Brahmama,nda Reddy
knows better what is good far him
and his p?rty though that may not
exactly coincide with Mrs G~ndhi's
interests. The cpr may get a few
crumbs in Kerala, Uttar Pradesh,
Bihar and possibly Orissa,. But that
is no consolation.

The redoubtable Mr S. A. Dange
made a star-billed appeara:1ce at th~
Press Club o'f India on a dry d<!y and
one presumes the ;questions, lwere
somhrely sohcr. Mr Dange, possib~y
for the first time, said the cpr s~lIt
in 1964 was over programme. That
was a long W2Y ftom the vicious alle-
gation of the "splitters" acting at
China's behest. Mr Dange said un-
like the CPI split, the Congress split
was over personalities. When
cornered he corrected himself
saying that policies were also
involved. Both thc Congress
outfits were bourgeois outfits
and one was more progressive than
the other. From the tone of his
guarded answers it was obvious that
Mr Dmge and his party are annoyed
that the Prime Minister is making a
drive for absolute party majority in
the Lok Sabha, and the CPI would
not be too happy to sec her succeed.
Perhaps what the cpr wants is about
200 seats for Mrs Gandhi so that /
she depends on the CPr' and other
forces.

Mrs Gandhi's party has alienated
the support of the left parties which
have teen propping her in the Lok
Sabha. A New Age editorial betrays
.the party's despair and helplessness.
The bosses in the Pradeshes h,we
won hands down and Mrs Gandhi
has surrenderetl to the bosses. The
Congress might win a' majority if Mrs
Gandhi's arithmetic is right but then
the Congress Parliamentary Party to
come will be more rightist than the
'one that was. The cprs drive for

View from\ Del.h i

A ruling party going for a snap
election always has an edge

over its opponents. Timing the poll
to one's advantage means the wind-
fall of a few million marginal votes.
The Opposition, unlike in 1967, has
been forestalled from mounting any
major a·git::ttion and building a turbu-
lent climax to the election. The
cannon fodder for such agitations is
always there but the parties of the
left and the right have been out-
manoeuvred. The general atmos-
phere of violence and the near break-
down of law and order witnessed on
the eve of the 1967 elections is a·bsent
now in most parts of the country.
The time gap between the dissolution
of the Lok Sabha' and the poll is so
short that no party can get an agita-
tion off the ground.

The pattern of alliances is very
much a crazy quilt yet. Neverthe-
less, it looks as though the parties of
the left will lose relatively more than
the ruling Congress would. Even if
the ruling Congress improves its posi-
tion in terms of Lok Sabha seats, the
parties and groups of the right would
also have gained relatively.

To pollsters in New Delhi, the
. patronising attitude of the ruling Con-
gress to the left parties and its "big
party arrogance" (what the CPI said
of the CPI-M until the other day)
has been. puzzling. Mrs Gandhi is
making ..., bid for independent majo-
rity in the Lok Sabha and is taking
the CPI and the PSP for a ride. The
left parties should be happy if they
retain the seats they won in 1967, as
things stand today.

The talks between the PSP and the
ruling Congress have broken down at
the national . level. There was no
effort at an understanding of the
ruling Congress and the CPI at the
nation31 level. At the Pradesh level
the bosses have had their way. Ma-
harashtra does not want any help

from the following few facts: Mr
Sadat is finding more resQurces for
public works prograrrgne, the people
are more concerned with their daily
living and to all appearances life goes
on as if normality has come to stay.
When Mr Kosygin was in Egypt at
the time of Nasser's funeral he made -
Mr Sadat understand that the Rus-
rian support to his Government was
conditional on its seeking a political
solution with Egypt and refraining
from doing anything which might dis-
turb the prccarious stability that was
Nasser's most positive legacy to his
people. With Nasser .accepting the
Rogers fr2mework for peace negotia-
tions the war of attrition was given a
good-bye. It is now well known
that Mr Sadat's contact with the U.S.
Administration r,anges from receiving
very special visitors from the White
House to exchanging letters with
President Nixon. Israel and the
UAR have also come closer in that
Egypt has ,accepted in principle' se-
cure borders for the Jewish State
even though Tel-Aviv would not do
more than pull back from certain
annexed territories. (The brief of
Mr Jarring, however, provides for the
withdrawal of Isr,::tel from territories
occupied as a result of conquest).
The most important development
during the last year was the Palesti-
nian commandos' success in mak-
ing the world realize that at the heart
of the Middle East crisis lay the issue
of Palestine. They have rejected the
suggestion of a new State in the Arab
majority area of the Gaza Strip and
West Bank, since that would amount
to the recognition of the Zionist
State in 78 per cent of the pre-1948
Palestine. But the Palestinians
themselves are at the moment facing
tactics of ruthless repression by the
Jordan regime which sometimes acts
in covert collusion with the Israelies.

CORRECTION
In 'freedom of the Press' (Decem-

ber 16), it was inadvertently stated,
on Page 14, that the management and
the employees' union of Bdsumati
signed a written agreement on Novem-
ber 16. No agreement was signed~

4
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uncertainties began surfacing. There
will be no leftism left in the ruling
Congress when the polling takes
place.
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was first tried in Srikakulam where
there was already a mass movement
and so the CPI(ML) could claim
some initial successes for its tactic.

The second development is the
notification by the Andhra ..Pradesh
Government of three taluks in
Warangal district (Mulug, Mahbooba-
bad and Narasampet) as "disturbed"
areas to contain the "Naxalite"
trouble. These areas have been un-
der the influence . of the Andhra
Pradesh Revolutionary Communist
Committee (Nagi Reddy group, as it
is known) which has been trying to
develop a contiguous forest area
covering thousands of square miles
as a "guerilla zone."

If one remembers that about two
years ago, areas o'f Srikakulam were
notified as "disturbed" by the
State Government, the seriousness of.
the situation for the Government in
these three troubled taluks can be
understood. \

It would be well to sum up the
APRCC's tactical line before recoun- ....
ting the results of its application in
this "disturbed" area. The APRCC
holds that people's war is- the only
path of liberation fOr India and armed

image. Going round Haryana with
her on January 13, one got the im-
pression that her electioneering was
on a defensive note: assuring the au-
diences that she did not mean to de-
prive anyb'Ody ,of private prloperty,
that she was not a dictator, that she
did not believe in toppling, and the
like. There is a big gap between
what she said at her December 29
press conference (the bravado about
making the C'Onstitution an issue)
and what she says now. The stri-
dent attacks on the Supreme Court
and the fundamental right to private
property are being toned down (;·s the

Andhra

MALLIKARANJAN RAO

New Tactics In Andhra

Two important developments in
Andhra Pradesh in recent weeks

should give a new dimension to the
serious debate on the tactical line
reported to be going 'On inside the
Communist Party of India (Marxist-
Leninist) .

One is the new style of work deci-
ded upon by the Srikakulam Regional
Committee 0'[ the CPI(ML), which
has suspended the "annihilation"
campaign. The Srikakulam com-
mittee has pledged to mobilise the
peasants on patently economic and
sectional interests like reoccupation
of land from the landrords, and
seizure of hoarded foodgrain stocks
or forcing the h'Oarders to sell them
at reasonable prices. The switch in
the tactical line, evident from a
Telugu pamphlet dated "11-1970"
(that is November 1970) issued from
the "Srikakulam Struggle Area", is
away from the party centre's
directive. The "annihilation" tac-
tic of the central leadership is
based on the rejection of mass
organisations and mass participation
in armed strug!!le as preconditions
for starting gueriIla warfare. Para-
doxically and ironically, the tactic

JANUARY 23, 1971

~~eft-oriented Lok Sabha would have
failed.

The CPI is hoping td win 30 seats,
. / through adjustments with the ruling

party and assu)lling this target is
.•• reached it. is no victory because by

itself it had won 24 last time. If the
"left of cenJ;re" shift the CPI claims
in the co'untry as a whole is true, even
30 seats is no flattering victory. The
CPI-M has realised belatedly the
folly of backing Mrs Gandhi in the
past. As was to' be expected it is
going it alone in almost all
the States. The two Communist
parties together w'Ould have fewer
seats in the new Lok Sabha than in
tbe last. The two socia1ist parties
together might also have to sh'lre the
same fate.

A right consolidation is a reality
while left unity is an optical illusion.
After the elections, the polarisation
might well be between what Mr
Dange euphemistically described as
the liberal bourgeoisie (represented
by Mrs Gandhi's party) and the re-
acti'On. The left might be eclipsed.
The le'ft is paying its price for the
unab13shed opportunism during the
Congress split. Instead of creating
a confrontation inside the Govern-
ment, the Icft leadcrs acted as the
drummer b'Oys of the allegedly libe-
ral bourgeoisie which now welcomes
foreign private capital (Mrs Gandhi's
talks with Mr Health) and is reluc-
tant to take the initiative on British
arms sales to South Africa at the

..• Commonwealth conference.
The arrogant con'fidence 'Of the rul-

ing Congress should surprise many.
After ditching the entire left and after
allowing .itself to be pushed around
by regional parties like the DMK,
BangIa C'Ongress and the Akalis, it
still thinks it can win an absolute
majority. Mrs G~ndhi dissolved the
Lok Sabha taking a victory for
granted on three assumptions: that
the right will never unite, the left
would be forced to come to terms
with her to be able to survive, and
her image is a guarantee of her vic-
tory. Mrs Gandhi might have raised
all the crores needed to run the cam-
paign but there-are many spots in her



struggle the main form of strug-
gle and the Red army the main form
of organisation. At the same time,
mass struggles on immediate issues
should be co-ordinated with armed
struggle, by co-relating mass orga-
nisations to the organisation o'f the
red army to make the broad masses
of people participate consciously in
armed struggle.

Unlike the CPI(ML) which consi-
ders the "annihilation" line valid for
any part of the country any time and
with no relation to the mass move-
ment, the APRCC has divided the
State into three zones on the basis o'f
the level of the mass movement:
the forest areas where the mass mo-
vement has reached the stage of arm-
ed struggle ; areas where there is a
wide mass base and the class strug-
gles are intensifying; and the areas
where the mass movement is relative-
ly weak. The APRCC decided to
take the mass movement on to the
path of armed struggle in forest and
mountainous areas; to gradually de-
velop mass struggles into armed
struggles in the areas where there
were powerful class struggles by ex-
panding and intensifying them; and
to strive to develop class struggles in
other areas.

Guerilla Zone
Its attempt to develop a guerilla

zone was in the forest belt through
which the Godavari river runs. The
forest comprises areas of three Telen-
gana districts (Khammam, Waran-
gal, Karimnagar and Adilabad) on
one side of the river, and areas of
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three coastal districts, East Godavari,
West Godavari and Visakbapatnam
across the river. This forest is link-
ed whh the Srikakulam forest by a
small plain and the same 'forest ex-
tends into Orissa, Madhya Pradesh
and Maharashtra States. Lakhs of
Girijans live in this area under the
same, conditions of feudal exploita-
tion and serfdom as obtain in Sri-
kakulam dsitrict. The area is ecO-
nomically self-sufficient and poor in
communications. It includes the area
which guerillas of the 1946-51 Te-
lengana peasant war used as the base
for the struggle in the plains.

The APRCC started work in the
Mulug taluk and along with the pro-
pagation of revolutionary politics, the
people were mobilised against local
exploitation-by landlords, forest con-
tractors, moneylenders and petty vil-
lage officials. The people were also
mobilised for occupation of forest
lands and land with the landlords.
Resistance from the landlords was met
with guerilla squad actions; as was
to be expected, police reserves were
thrown in by the Government against
the movement. There has been a
similar movement in areas of East
Godavari district, across the river.
Encounters between the squads and
police patrols are common. Armed
attacks on "people's enemies", sei-
zure of their moveable property,
hurning of promissory notes, Govern-
ment records with village officials, re-
occupation of land seized by land-
lords, attacks on police stations, sei-
zure of grain stocks from landlords
for distribution among the peasantry
all this had added up to a situation
euphemistically described in Govern-
ment's parlance as "disturbed."

In a recent document (Some Prob-
lems Concerning the Path of People's
War in India), the APRCC has
summed up its experience: "
when the people's movement is ad-
vancing, wherever we lagged behind
in forming armed squads to fight
back landlords and .police repres-
sion, the movement has suffered a
setback. And similarly wherever we

carried [out] armed attacks withou
taking into consideration the level of
the people's consciousness, their po-'
litical and organisational level, the
movement has suffe.red a setback.
Wherever the armed struggle was
correctly co-ordinated with mass

- struggles on partia~ issuC'6,'t.he mo-
vement has advanced." (p. 37).

To the APRCC, the CPI(ML)'s
idea of creating red bases by anni-
hilating the cl:ss enemy is un-Maoist,
and contrary to Mao's concept of li-
berated areas. The CPI(ML) thinks
the state machinery is smashed at
the vlllage level the moment the
landlords are forced to flee the viI.,
lage. An earlier APRCC docu-
ment points out that Mao has laid
down three conditions for developing
an area -into a liberated base area:
building the armed 'forces, defeating
the enemy, and mobilisation of the
broad masses of the people. As the
APRCC understands Mao, building
of armed forces means building of
the people's armed forces capable of
de'feating the enemy's armed forces,
defeating the enemy does not mean
annihilation of class enemies but de-
feating the class enemy along with its
armed forces. and mobilisation of the
masses means mobilisation and arm-
ing of the masses against the class
enemy and its armed forces in com-
plete co-ordination with the people's'
armed forces.

So "red" power cannot exist with-
out a red army though the CPI(ML)
claimed long ago that '~red" 'power
has emerged in Srikakulam and that
it would soon be India's Yenan. .'
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1Jihar army of ilI-educated, frustrated and
unemployed youth and are ,accentuat-
ing economic disparities and leading
to further polarisation of classes; the
paliticians, whose self-seeking has-
reduced democr,acy, the party-system,
the ideologies, to a farce-it is. they
wha are respons:ble for the accumu-
lated sense of injustice, grievance and
hurt among the poor and downtrod-
den that is now seeking its outlet in
violence, dedares J.P.

Other Atrocities
But the story has another aspect,

too. J.P. keeps himself away from
dealing with it. He points to the
economic exploitation by the kulaks
but is ready ,ta 'farget and forgive'
the other ,atrocities like mass mur-
der, loot, rape etc. committed by
them. Actually his Sarvodaya move-
ment has always been blessed by the
ruling class as .a means of diverting
the anger of ,the people against the
inequitous social organs. And per-
haps this is why he was' called the
"tested ,and tried agent of the reac-
tionary ruling class" and "a loyal la-
ckey of the landlords who have now
requisitioned his services at Musha-
hari", by the Naxalites." "J.P. has
abandoned the pose of neutrality and
is denouncing and condemning the
'violence' of the peasantry and asking
them to obey and worship the I.and-
lords as before," the Naxalites alleged.

In his article Mr Narayan comes
to the point-rather slowly, indeed-
.and declares that violence is not the
saviour. He gives four reasons: it
might produce a reaction and end up
in a fascist dictatorship; violent re-
volution takes time to engineer and
there is not ,a single sacial revolution
in history which succeeded in realis-
ing the i~eals for which it was made
-after revolution a new privileged
class of rulers and exploiters grew
up.

About the first point J.P. himself
is not very sure and i~ is futile to dis-
cuss it here. For his other ,argu-
ment that a violent revolution takes
time to engineer, can he cite a single
example to prove that tlon.:violent
revolution is the' quickest method?

which shaws that the eXlstmg laws
continue obstinately to remain on
paper, irrespective af whatever the
administratian inay do, J. P. passes
On to the ather theory: "It is better
not to have a law than to have one
which cannot be implemented." He
cites a number of examples to prove
his point.

Mr Narayan tries to lfind out the
causes of the growth of politically
motivated rural violence. He says it
would never have taken any. root had
not the graund been prepared for it
by the persistence af poverty, unem-
ployment, ,and myriad socio-econ'0mic
injustices.

It is not the so-called Naxalites
who nave 'fathered this violence, but
others who have persistently defied
and, defeated the laws f'0r the past so
many years-paliticians, administra-
tors, landowners, moneylenders. The
big farmer who' cheated the ceiling
law through benami and lfictitious set-
tlements ; the gentlemen who grab-
bed Government lands and village
communes; the landowners who per-
sistently denied the legal rights of the
sharecropper and evicted them from
their holdings and who underpaid
their labourers and threw them out
of their homesteads; the men wha
by fraud or force took the lands
,?way from the weaker sections; the
so-called upper caste men who loak-
ed down upon Harijans and ill-treat-
ed and ,discriminated against them;
the moneylenders who charged usu-
rious interest and seized the lands of
the pOOr and the weak; the politi-
cians, the administrators and others
who aided and ,abetted these wrongs;
the courts of laws and the pracedu-
res and costs of justice that conspired
to deny a fair deal to the weaker sec-
tions of our society ; the system of
educ3tian and the nature of· planning
that are producing an ever expanding

The Prophet Of Mushahari

JANUARY 23, 1971

ONE o(the irr1port~nt things about
the great Sarvodaya leader J. P.

Narayan is that he knows very well
how to keep in tune with the times.
Take his dress ~abits': in India he
wears his famous J. P. cut kurta and
pyajamas, but· while abroad he likes
to be in costly Western style suits.

Mr Narayan has contfined himself
for over seven and ,a half months in
the Naxalite-infested Mushahari
Community Development Block of the
district of M~affarpur in North
Bihar. He has taken a vow that
"either my bones would crumble Or
I shall succeed in my mission"-of
curbing the Naxalites.

Recently Mr Narayan came out
with a well-oircul1ated and rather
lengthy article "Face To Face With
Reality" in which he tells the story of

I his "mission of peace." The article
can be divided into two parts. The
first deals with the reality that J. P.
had to face in the villages. The
second is' an effort to criticise (or to
maljgn I) 'the theory of violent revo-
lution, particularly that advoc3ted by
the CP(ML).

The first reaction which the Sarvo-
daya leader had on coming face to
face with reality was that the socio-
economic condition in the villages was
"ugly. land ,distressing in the extreme.
.. .In the event what meet the eyes
are. utter poverty, misery, inequality,
exploitati'on, backwardness, stagnation,
frustration, loss of hope."

Some of his statements are contra-
dictory. Somewhere he says that the
is losing faith in constitutional means
but at the same time he declares that
the Constitution facilitates the peace-
ful path to social revolution. "If the
reform laws already enacted came ta
be 'fully and truly implemented, it
would amount ta a minor social re-
volution in the countryside." But
soon enough, from his experience
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"Sarvodayi" should subtly preach tlW
gospel of non-violence and attempt
to calm down the people's wrath.

Latecomers
The trouble with people like Jaya

Pr3kash Narayan is that they are
always among the Lfltecomers. Some-
thing happens somewhere and then
they appear on the stage to carry
on their "mission of peace". In Te-
langana, the peasants rebel. The
Gal suppresses it. Then comes the
great saviour of society, Sant Vinoba
.Bh:1ve. In Naxalba·ri the peasants re-
volt and ten peasants including chil-
dren and women die. Then comes the
great Gandhian Acharya Bhave. "

And in Mushahari again the pea-
sants try to capture the state power.
Their womenfolk are raped, property
plundered and huts smashed. On
the scene appears Jaya Prakashji.
He comes to remove the socio-eco-
nomic, disparities and exploitation that
are there. He ,asks the people to
wait and not hurry and spoil aU the
things he has done for them. He
assures the peasants that they will
get their land after he has finished
his various donation programmes:
Bhoodan, Gramdan, Prakhanddan,
Ziladan P'rantdan and so on.

One 'question: was there no ex-
ploitation in Telangana, Naxalbari lor
Mushahari before the revolt? Why
didn't all these Gandhians try to
tackle it? It is remarkable that
only when their class-brethren, the
landlords, started getting killed, they
rushed to Telangana, Naxalbari and
Mushahari.
Mushahari Today

Let us peep into Mushahari wh£re
the Sarvodaya leader has been cam-
paigning for the past so many
months. Surely enough, the arrival
of a prominent 'figure like J.P.
hampered Naxalite ,activities. The
work which could not be done by
the ,anti-Naxalite cells of the Bihar
police along with a network of spies,
contingenits of the Border Security
Force, Central Reserve Police and
combatant sections of the Bihar Mili-
tary Police, has been done by Mr
Narayan; Naxalite activities have

'Modest Programme'
However, J.P. has drawn a "mo-

dest programme" of intensifying his
Sarvodaya movement to counter the
Naxalite influence in Mushahari. But
ironically enough, Gramdan pledges-
the higher form of the earlier Bhoo-
dan movement-were obtained ear-
lier in this Block, that is to s,ay, the
region had been donated to the ideals
of Sarvodaya long ago. And, yet
there is violence! However, J.P. is
again 'honest' enough to recognise
the fact that Gramdan pledges have
not been implemented in this area
(like the rest of Gramdani areas !).
So his Gramdan has also remained
unimplemented just like the laws
pa~sed by the legislatu,res, iabout
which Mr Narayan is so criticaL

J.P.'s modest programme-drawn
in two parts, the lfirst being related to
the implementation of the earlier ob-
tained Gramdan pledges, and the
second to the correction of 'mistakes'
and 'wrongs' in this respect-sounds
good enough (if implemented). Lea-
ders of all hues have assured him of
their help in his mission. The enemy
is common-Naxalism. According to
a recent report, the Socialist Prime
Minister, Mrs Indira Gandhi, the
Defence Minister, Mr Jagjivan Ram,
,and several other like-minded Minis-
ters, MPs and leaders of different po-
litical parties have expressed their de-
sire to visit Mushahari where a high-
pitched battle between two contradic-
tory th'oughts--Sarvodaya and Naxa-

ActuaJly, the point that the non- lism-is being fought.
violent method is the quickest does Great as he is, J.P. gives us some
not arise in ,any case, as not a single high-sounding words: "I have no
non-violent revolUtion has taken army (why he should need one when
place. To prove his last two points, - the whole repressive machinery of
J.P. knowingly cites the example of the Government is in lattendance to
the soci:11-imperialist Soviet Russia. move at his command in Musha-
Remarkably enough, he keeps him- hari?) .... to fight the Naxalites
self ,away from indulging in 'nonsense' with, nor do I look upon what I am
arguments like the developments in doing as ,a 'fight against anybody but
post-revolution China. He avoids as a fight fOr social and economic
discussing the Chinese. Cultural Re- justice ... Mine is not a negative
volution which took place under the but positive task."
personal guidance of Mao Tse-tung How sane sounds J.P.
to solve the problems posed by After' denouncing the theory of
the experiences of the Russian violent revolution, he attempts to
Revolution. differentiate between the Maoists and

the Guevarists and jumps to the con-
clusion that the path adopted by the
CP (ML) 'follows the line. of Che
Guevara. Leaving apart the question
of his competence to judge these
methods, one notes that J.P. is afraid
to call the CP(ML) Maoists and
then he continues slandering them.
He is well aware that the days may
be fast ,approaching when he may not
get away with his slandering cam-
paign against Mao Tse-tung's thought ..
So why not subtly try to confuse
people by telling them that these
Nax'alites are not Maoists after alL
He pretends to criticise the methods
and ideology of the CP (ML), diffe-
rentiating them from the thoughts of
Mao Tse-tung, though he is fully
aware that the Naxalite movement in
general and the CP(ML) in particu-
lar has the approval of the Chinese
Communist Party and Mao Tse-tung.

As for the question of violence, it
was there before-violence of a
counter-revolutionary nature as per-
petrated by the kulaks on the rural
poor. This monopoly of violence,
alas, is gone today. The peasants
have risen with revolutionary violence
to pay them back in the same coin.
Here lies the fundamental objection
of J.P. and like-minded gentlemen.

To subvert and crush the revolu-
tionary struggle, there is to be a
division of labour: the police, para-
military forces and the hired goondas
of landlords should let loose a cam-
paign of tertor against the rural peo-
ple. On the other hand the clever
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were put to severe torture at the
police station, at Lalbazar, and at the
Lord Sinha Road and Gokhale Road
police bureaux. One of them saId
that when Debi Roy, a chief of the
detective department, failed to make
him yield' any 'informatiori' through
bastinado himself, he got a junior
officer to beat him up further. And
since the boy knew nothing, he had
no information to yield. Under the
direction of Arun Mukherji, the new
SB boss, one of these boys was sus-
pended by handcuffs from the ceiling
for three hours and ruthlessly beaten
up on the sale of his feet until he
lost consciousness-all in order to ex-
tract 'a confession. They also gave
hIm electric shocks. In addition to
this in order to make them confess,
the; were, during the first few
nights, roused from sleep from time
to time and abused in the most op-
scene language" .They were not mal-
treated during their stay in the jail
lock-up. There they had an oppor-
tunity to meet many other Naxalites"
and talking about their mutual expe-
riences, they came to learn a lot more
about police repression. A young
boy told them that the police had
forced an iron rod into his anus, and
an elderly chemist displayed cigarette
burns made by the police on his body.

*This article was written in the.
first week of D~cember, i970·.

In the six¥ months since this was
written, a great deal more has been
heard about atrocities of a similar Or
even more outrageous sort. Al-
though most of the big 'nationaF
dailies have not yet made up therr
mind about treating such information
as 'news', some of the more out-
spoken periodicals are already sh-
rieking in agony. See, for instanc.e,
the extracts quoted from Darp'an m
Frontier of • November 14, 1970.
Besides, one has simply to ask the

RANAJIT GUHA

TortureOn

THE confrontation between the
~j revolutionaries and the guar-

Glans of law and order has reached
a significant stage. The sympathizers
and activists at the CP1(ML) are
being subjected to a variety of to~-
tures in police custody. Calcutta IS

slowly waking up to the, fact, al-
though this is not an entlfely new
development. Already last s~mmer
a sensitive and confirmed ~ntl-Com-
munist had taken note of this in the
pages of a journal firmly committ~d
to the Establishment. We quote III

extenso from Rupadarsi's COlUmn in
Desh of May 30, 1970, because it is
representative both as a . record of
facts and as a point of view.

Recently I happened to meet two
young Naxalites just released on bail.
One of them is 19 years of age... and
the other 21 ... They both have extre-
mely innocent looks, and they are
highly resolute in character, idealistic
and courteous.

Both said that they had become
Naxalites merely by reading Desha-
brati ... 1 have no reason to disbelieve
them on this count.

One of them was taken away from
home at about 2-30 or 3 a,m. by the
police during a raid earlier this
month. The police had no warrant
for his arrest, and had no specific
ciharges to show against him. The
other alleged that some CPM boys in
his college had tipped off the police to
arrest him.

They both were lodged in police
lock-ups in the local thana, at Lal-
bazar and in jail foi' fifteen .days be-
fore being released on bail.

They said that although there was
no specific charge against them, it is
only because they read and kept
Deshabrati-the police search in their
houses had yielded nothing but bun-
dles of this journal-and because they
subscribed, out :of idealism, to the
thoughts of Mao J:~etung, that they

been hampered 'to a certain extent.
They. had to shift their c~ntre of
,activity to the nearby Hazipur re-
gion ; since the arrival of J.P. only
three or four annihilations have been
included in the 'I 8-man list. How-
ever in tne 'Hazipur region four mur-
ders' were. committed in quick succes-
sion in November-December, 1970.

One Of the 'annihilations' that took
place after the arrival of J.P .. at Mu-
shahari was that of the PreSident of
the local unit of.the Jana Sangh.
After the murder, the lana Sangh
tried to make political capital out of
it. A highly provocative leaflet i.s-
sued on behalf of the party saId
that "the Muslims belonging to the
CPI" had kilIed its political worker.
It gave the calI khoon ka badla khoon
(blood for blood). Meetings were
held in pockets of Sangh influence
and an attempt was made to observe
a black day throughout the State.
All these things were aimed at the
minority community. Obvi~usly ~he
Sangh wanted to kilI two birds With
one stone: it wanted to create
communal trouble as well as propa-
gate an anti-commie feeling.

However, .a small pamphlet, with
the caption, "the Jana Sangh is the
friend of the rich and sworn enemy
Of the poor: Arise against the com-
munalism of the Sangh !", issued on
behalf of the CP(ML) foiled the
plans of the neo-fascists. It owned
the murder and after listing a number
of accusations against the deceased,
it said that "the Jana Sangh-the
party of blackmarketeers and ,chara~-
terless zamindars-wants to give thIS
incid~nt a wmmunal colour."
-50, a major clash between the

two communities could be averted.
But what the prophet of Mushahari
was doing all this time? Signi1ficant-
ly enough, he liked to keep mum
and not a single statement denoun~-
ing the wicked game of ~he Sanghls
did come from J.P., who IS supposed
to be very alert in these matters ...

And perhaps this is why, wntmg
in a Delhi fortnightly, the great
Hindu leader, Mr Balraj Madhok,
liked to keep Guru Golwalkar, Vinoba
Bhave and J.P. in the same category.
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boy next door in almost any para of
Calcutta, and he will produce oral-
and if one ha& the stoma,ch for it-vi-
sual evidence of broken wrists, roasted
skin, mangled anus, bruised testicles
-his own or those of his friends.

Yet, as the columnist in Desh
points out, public reaction to such
atrocities has been one of near in-
difference: 'I see nothing but <:in
amazing silence all around! ... At a
time when we ought to step forward
without fear, how is it that we are
acting ,as passive and mute
onlookers ?'

II
The onlooker's days of innocence

are, however, strictly numbered.
When a regime takes to the use of
torture as a part of its normal rou-
tine of political 'pacification', it must
end up by producing a high incidence
of mental disorder both among the
torturers and the tortured. The Al-
gerian war has left us with ample evi-
dence on this point. This is recor-
ded in the writings of Frantz Fanon
who, as a professional psychiatrist,
had an opportunity to study the pro-
blem flrom both the warring sides.
His work, The Wretched of the Earth
(Penguin 1967) devotes a cruel and
for us highly instructive chapter to a
discussion of 'reactionary psychoses'
which, according to Fanon, resulted
directly from 'the bloodthirsty and
pitiless atmosphere, the generalization
of inhuman practices characteristic of
that conflict. The process, it appears
from this account, spares the perso-
nality of neither the torturer nOr the
tortured.
Broken Minds: the Tortured

To take up the victims first, Fanon
discusses a large number of patients
suffering from affective-intellectual
'modifications J3nd !illental disorders\
during and after torture, and shows
how a correspondence exists between
the characteristic morbidity groups
and the different methods of torture
employed.

His first category of tortures is par-
ticularly interesting for the resembl-
aQce they bear to LalbazaT's
alleged practices. These are the 'so-
called preventive. tortures designed
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to make the prisoner talk. 'The
principle that over and above a cer-
tain threshold pain becomes intole-
rable, takes on here singular impor-
tance. The aim is to arrive as quickly
as possible at that threshold'. The
methods include beating up by several
policemen at the same time and from
all directions; skin burnt by lighted
cigarettes ; injection of water by the
mouth accompanied by an anema of
soapy water given at high pressure ;
introduction of a bottle into the anus ;
forcing the prisoner to remain stan-
ding or kneeling in physically the
most painful postures for hours with-
out the slightest movement, every
movement being punished with severe
truncheon blows.

The psychiatric symptoms exhibited
by, the victims of such tortures in-
clude (a) agitated nervous depres-
sions, (b) mental anorexia-loss of
appetite arising 'from mental causes
and (c) motor instability expressed
in a total inability to keep still.

A second category relates to the
use of electricity. Here again we
lfind our guardians of law and order
emulating the French colonialists. As
Darpan writing about Lalbazar's anti-
Naxal techniques repor:ted: 'Some-
times the human beasts strip people
and make them sit on lighted heaters.
The lower limbs of Sahadeb, of
Kasba, have been scorched after he
was made to sit on a lighted heater'
(quoted in Frontier, November 14,
]970)

P-anon's patients who ,had been
tortured by electrici ty, were found to
be suffering\ from (a) electricity
phobia. In other words, the victims
felt 'pins and needles' throughout
their bodies ; their hands seemed to
be torn off, their heads seemed to be
bursting, and their tongues felt as if
they were being swallowed. They
suffered from inertia, a general sense
;of disorientation . and drift. They
would refuse to come into physical
contact with any electrical appliance
like a switch, a telephone or a radio,
making it 'completely impossible for
the doctor to even mention the even-
tual possibility of electric shock
treatment'.

In addition to these the author dis-
cusses two other methods of torture to
which his patients had been subjected,
namely, brain-washing and intra-
venous injections of Pentothal, the so-
called 'truth serum': We have no
evidence yet whether official torture
in West Bengal or elsewhere in India
has yet reached suc!> heigtts of sophi-
stication.· Bur it might do so in due
course, and the reader could arm
himself in advance by looking up
Fanon on the psychiatric conseque-
nces of these methods. For the way
the regime and its protectors have
undertaken to bring back 'a climate
of sanity' in West Bengal, might end
up by generating mental dissorder
on an unprecedented scale. The first
oasualties are already with us. To
quote from Darpan again:

Many of the arrested have gone
mad ... for instance, Mihir Sarkar or
Kelebabu of Sainthia. Thanks to, re-
peated electric shocks, his mind does
not function properly ; he faints off
and on, gets excited at the most ordi-
nary conversation, and takes everyone
for a Detective Department man and
becomes delirious. (Frontier, Novem-
ber 14, 1970).

It's time that the liberal onlooker
started pondering over the price he
may have to pay for passivity. He
may keep looking on Or away at the
risk of being condemned to live with
broken minds and broken bodies in
every street and most homes. His
days of innocence are indeed
numbered'.
Broken Minds: the Torturers

Even more ominous, perhaps,.is
the prospect of living in a polIce
state where torture has become habi-
tual with the custodians of the law.
For torture, in these circumstances,
tends to be compuisive with the tor-
turer. He becomes a prisoner of his
habit and his violence remains no
longer limited to the officially appro-
ved victims. The psychotic process
is, 0'£ course, aided by social and cul-
tural inducements. A torturer is re-
warded well by the regime for his
success in eliciting information from
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broken minds rather than broken
limbs. FOr .it is only by recognizing
psychosis as one of its characteristic
products that we come toacknow-
ledge torture for what it really is-
that is, a cultural fact:
A Fact of Culture

For there is no class or combina-
tion of classes that oan keep itself in
power without cultural coercion. In
the halcyon days of class rule over an
oppressed m'ljority of the people such
'normal' institutional me:ans of mind-
bending as schools, universities, as-
hrams, mass media etc. serve the pur-
pose. But as the class struggle gains
in intensity and official violence starts
meeting with revolutionary violence,
the regime in its desperation gets en-
ergized on all fronts: the innocuous
constable on the beat is replaced by
para-military forces or regular units
of the larmy ; parliamentary procedu-
res and constitutional myths are set
aside to make room for 'preventive
detention' and other explicit forms of
terror; and following the logic of
these developments and as a ne~essiary
complement to these, the arsenal of
official culture is replaced by the
regime's brdhmaastra, its ultimate
weapon of persuasion, namely,
TORTURE.

Nothing illustrates this procedure
better than what's going on in-West
Bengal today. For a large section of
the youth the 'normal' institutions of
a comprador culture-.schools, colle-
ges and universities-and their opera-
tional methods-courses, lessons, exa-
minations etC.-have lall become ob-
solete. These young people are re-
fusing to have their minds bent and
'the old culture forced down their
throat. As a result, the purveyors
of this culture have started handing
these institutions over to the purve-
yors of official violence. CRP takes
over Jadavpur University. When the
mind-bending operations in the class-
rOOm meet with resistance, the Police
Commiss.ioner is asked to help' the
process of learning with torture, the
mindbending operation Lalbazar
specializes in.
Lenin on Two Methods

Such cooperation between torturers !

my job, I feel I want to settle the
fellows who get in my way, even for
nothing at all. Look here, for ex-
ample, suppose I go to the kiosk to
buy papers. There's a lot of ~eople.
Of course, you have to wait. I hold
out my hand .. to take my papers.
Someone in the queue gives me a
challenging look and says 'Wait your
turn'. Well, I feel I want to beat
him up and say to myself, 'If I had
you for a few hours my fine fellow
you wouldn't look So clever after-
wards.

100(:. !I!;."'"

The police inspector was clearly
in the process of turning into a sadist.
Trapped, professionally as well as
culturally, in his calling, he ended up
by asking the psychiatrist 'to help him
to go on torturing Algerian patriots
without any prickings of conscience,
without any behaviour problems and
with complete equanimity'. Thus,
concludes Fanon, 'we rfind ourselves
in the presenceTof a coherent system
which leaves nothing intact. The
executioner who loves birds and en-
joys the peace of listening to a sym-
phony or a, sonata is simply one stage
in the process. Farther on in it we
may welI find a whole existence which
enters into complete and aboolute
sadism'.

For all who care it is time to wake
up to the fact that, so far as political
torture is concerned, we already have
a bit 'Of Algeria in West Bengal.
Between an 'enlightened' police chief,
a patron of the arts, who is alleged
to have drawn up a list of revolutio-
naries In need of instant liquidation
and his subordinates getting On wjth
torture as a quotidian aspect of their
duty, we have an larmy of potential
sadists acting as our protectors. It
may not be long be'flore these sadists
start over-reacting. The longer they
are allowed to go on, the more com-
pulsive they are likely to be in their
urge to maim and to kill. 'DIe on-
looker will get hurt simply because he
might happen to be ahead of the
torturer in a queue.

III
Our emphasis SO tar has been on

his prisoner. Torture therefore be-
comes competitive like any other
'normal' job Or profession. And in
order to do this job well and deserve
his rewards, the torturer must have
faith in his mission: his cultural iden-
tification with his superior's point of
view must be altogether complete. As
one of ·Farron's patients, a European
police inspector involved in interro-
gating and torturing Algerian patriots,
put it :

The fact is, nowadays we have to
work like troopers ... Those gentlemen
in the government say there's no war
in Algeria and that the arm of law,
that's to say the police, ought to res-
';;oreorder. But there is a war going
in Algeria, and when they wake up
to it, it'll be too late. The thing .that
kills me most is the torture ... Some-
times I torture people for ten hours
at a stretch.

... It's very tiring ... It's true we
take it in turns, but the question is to
know when to let the next chap have
a go. Each one thinks he's going to
get the information at any minute
and takes good care not to let the
bird go to the next chap after he's
softened him up nicely, when of
course the other chap would get the
honour and glory of it .... Our prob-
lem is as follows: are you able to
make this fellow talk? It's a ques-
tion of personal success. You see,
you're competing with the others ....

FRONTIER

By the time this policeman came
to see the doctor, he was lalready in
an.. .advanced psychotic state. He
smoked ia lot-'five packets of ciga-
re~tes a day, lost his appetite, slept
badly and had frequent nightmares.
He hated noise. At home he wanted
to beat up everybody all the time.
It became a haqit with him to nit
his children, one of them a mere baby.
Once as his wife criticized him for
this, he threw himself upon her,
beat her up savagely land tied her to
a chair. He couldn't stand being
contradicted :

... as soon as someone goes against
me I want to hit him. Even outside
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and educators need not surprise us.
)They stand, respectively, :lior the
sharps and fl3tS of our culture, and
neither taken alone, would make the
music. Together, they represent that
complementarity which Lenin wrote
about in 1914:

In all advanced countries through-
out the world, the bourgeoisie resorts
to two methods in its struggle ,against
the working-class movement and the
workers' parties. One method is that
of violence, persecution, bans, and
suppression. In its fundamentals, this
is a feudal, medieval method. Every-
where there are sections and groups
of the bourgeoisie-smaller in the ad-
vanced countries and larger in the
backward ones-which .prefer these
methods, and in certain highly critical
moments in the workers' struggle
against wage-slavery, the entire bour-
geoisie is agreed On the employment
of such methods. Historical examples
of such moments are provided by
Chartism in England, and 1849 and
1871 in France.

The other method the bourgeoisie
employs against the movement is that
of dividing the workers, disrupting
their ranks, bribing individual repre-
sentatives or certain groups of the
proletariat with the object of win-
ning them over to its side. These are
not feudal but purely bourgeois and
modern methods, in keeping with the
developed and civilized customs of
capitalism, with the democratic
system ....

In keeping with Russia's boundless
backwardness, the feudal methods of
combating the working-class move-
ment are app,allingly predominant in
tllat country. After 1905, however,
considerable 'pro.gress' was to be noted
in the employment of liberal and de-
mocratic methods to fool and corrupt
the workers. Among the liberal 'me-
thods' we have, for example, the
growth of nationalism, a stronger ten-
dency to refurbish and revive religion
'for the people' (both directly and in-
directly in the form of developing
idealistic Kantian and Machist philo-
sophy), tI:e 'successes' of bourgeo~s

r theories of poli'ticnl economy (com-
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hined with the labour theory of value,
or substituted for it), etc., etc.

Among the democratic methods of
fooling the workers and subjecting
them to bourgeois ideology are the li-
quidationist- Narodnik-Cadet varieties
... (Collected Works. Moscow 1964.
Vol. 20, pp. 455-56).

It will be futile to seek in pre-re-
volutionary Russia la precise analogy
of lndia to-day. Parallelisms are of
course there. One has merely to re-
flect on the contemporary political
scene in order to identify our own
'liq uida tionist- N arodnik-Cadet varie-
ties'. For the present purpose, how-
ever, we shall take up only that aspect
of Lenin's statement which relates to
the coexistence of feudal and liberal
elements in a culture.

Our educational system represents
the liberal, velvet glove of Our culture.
Fathered as it was by a colonial re-
gime to serVe primarily its own needs,
it is, twenty-three years afteJ; ind:epen-
d'ence, still not free from feudal dross:
the values propagated and upheld by
many of the courses in the humanities
and by the soc.ial relations within the
faculties and gover,ning bodies of most
institutions offer a!llple evidence on
this point. Yet, the system is on t'1e
whole bourgeois in its orientation.
Its aim is to inculcate among the
youth rationalism, scepticism, philo-
sophical idealism, acquisitiveness,
competitiveness, individualism and na-
tionalism-th:at is, :the das~ic range
of bourgeois concepts, values and at-
titudes-through the characteristic
manner Of bourgeois instruction based
on empirical ,analysis and formal logic.

The youth are revolting against
this system because it has no rele-
vance to their social existence. There
is very little in the modes and rela-
tions of production obtaining in our
society that iinks up in any meaning-
ful way with the kind of education
it offers. Worse, the liberal trappings
of the system are used by the regime
and its servitors to cover up the ,rot-
tennes of the infrastructure itself. For
the more advanced contingents of
our youth, therefore, the rejection of
schools and colleges constitutes a

necessary part of tlieir rejection of
society i ts'elf.

The dominant culture's response to.
this has been to take off its velvet
glove and reveal the mailed fist. Libe-
ralism has given way to the other
method of persuasion-the 'feu'dal,
medieval method' of 'violence, per.-.
secution, bans _a·nd 3uppression' men-
tioned by Lenin. Torture represents
this method in its most succinct and
clearly defined form just as in ancient
and medieval baWes a pair of war-
riors woutd detach themselves from
their respective sides and meet in
single combat to express, in its sim-
plest form, the collective violence of
the entire field. This confrontation
between the torturer and the tor~
tured is feudal-that is authoritarian
and despotic-because, unlike what
happens at a seminar, there is nO
rOOm here fOr the liberal manner of
argument: 'on the one hand'j'yet on
the other'. The freedom of choice
that the persecutor can alIow his vic-
tim must be strictly limited, and the
terms of his message are simply:
'either'j'or'-either the torturer's point
of view or pain. Mr Debi Roy
doesn't waste his time sorting out
masses of alternatives.

IV
As indicated in the extract above,

feudal elements continue to co-exist
with bourgeois elements even in a pre-
dominantly bourgeois culture. There
is no capitalist transforll!-'a:tion of
society that has ever achieved Or can
achieve a total transformation of cul-
ture. Even the great bourgeois re-
volution of I 789 didn't achieve this,
and Marx has left us with a claSSIC
exposition of the problem in X}te
EighteenJh Brumaire. Lenin himself
cites some nineteenth-century exam-
ples from England and France, the
most advanced capitalist countries of
those days. Closer to our own ex-
perience we have, in the age of Im-
perialism-the highest stage of capi-'
talism, a wealth of evidence about
the feudal element showing up in
and often dominating the culture of
all capitalist regimes in their con-
flict with national minorities within
their visible or invisible empires.
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It is, however, useful to remember
that the relative share of the feudal
and bourgeois i.e. liberal-democr,atic)
component of a culture has a fairly
direct correlatioJ;l. with the level of
socio-economic 'development of the
country concerned. As Lenin points
out, in .gel].eralizyd terms as well as
by a concrete observation _labout
Russia hefore and after 1905, the
more retarded a country is in capita-
list development, the greater is the
size of the bourgeoisie with ia, strong
preference fOr fcudal methods in its
struggle against the working-class.
India's 'boundless backwardness' is a
statistical and social fact that is be-
~ond dispute.In spite of a certain
glitter of mo'd'ernity among a minute
sectian of the elite" OUr culture is, on
the whole, a dark mass of feudal a,nd
quasi-feudal ideas, customs, rituals
habits and inter-personal relationships.
It is only to be expected, therefore,
that the regime, its plans for the pro-
motion of private and public capita-
lism notwithstanding, would at the
drop of a cracker, rush to supple-
ment-and eventually replace-liberal
techniques of persuasian by feudal
ones.

Cutcherries Then & Now
The torturer has, thus, emerged

from the lowest depths of our cultural
abyss. Like the coelacanth, he is the
representative of a species that has
lang been dead and is yet Our con-
temporary. He is here, right here in
1970, flaunting his gruesome handi-
work id every mahalla of India's most
enlightened city .to remind us, in no
uncertain terms, that our present is
:n1()rely il diachronic notian having
little to do with OUr social reality to-
day and that we, in fact, continue to
live lin our past. A e,omparison
between Lalbazar~ methods and those
commonly practised in our zamindari
cutcherries in the nineteenth century,
would make this clear.

In an article, writt~n in 1850, the
Tattvabodhini Patrika presents us
with a select list of 'the methods of
physical punishment inflicted on the
peasants by landlords and darogas
and their agents' (Benoy Ghosh,
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Samayik Patrey Bangiar Samajchitra,
Vol.2/Calcutta I963/pp. 122-123).
Eighteen items are mentioned as fol-
lows. (1) They beat up the peasant
with cudgels and canes. (2) They
beat him up with shoes. (3) They
force him to lie on his back and then
pound his chest by rolling :a, heavily
weighted bamboa pole on it. (4)
They polish his nose and ears with
sharp fragments of broken earthen-
ware. (5) They force him to rub
his nose on the graund. (6) They
tie his arms behind his back and twist
them by inserting a stick into the rope
and turning it round. (7) They
apply itchy b1ichhuti herbs all over his
body. (8) They put his hands and
feet in fetters. (9) They make him
run around with his hands holding on
to his ears. (10) They press his
hands in a kata-a pincer-like instru-
ment o'f torture made of twa tough
pieces of split bambaos tied together
at one end. (II) In summer they
make him stand astride in the sun with
his legs set far apart on a brick plat-
form and his hands loaded with heavy
slags of brick. ( I2) In winter they
sprinkle coM water over him or im-
merse him in water. (13)They put
him inta a gunny bag which is then
thrown into water. ( J 4) They sus-
pend him by .the branches of a tree.
(15) In the months of Bhadra and
Aswin. they would shut him up in a
granary full of paddy seed's with the
grain ste3ming up in the seasonal heat
and emitting a foul 'Odour. (16) Hc
is imprisoned in a rOom used for stor-
ing lime. (17) They wouM put him
ina cell and starve him altogether or
at best feed him once a day on rice
mixed with unhusked paddy. ( 18)
They would keep him captive in a
room full of the fume of roasted red
chillies.

Compare this now with what goes
On in OUr Police Commissioner's Cllt-

cherry. Taking togethe; the two
.accounts published in Desh and Dar-
pan, we have ten items of torture on
Our list. (I) At night the police
would rOUSe the prisoner from his
sleep and shower abuses on him in
the most obscene language. (2)
They would generally beat him up.

(3) They suspend him from the ceil-
ing with handcuffs and hit him without
respite on the sales of his feet. (4)
They try to cripple his hands and:
'fingers by blows. (5) They break his
wrists. ( 6) They insert pins under
his nails. (7) They force rulers or
thin iron rods into his anus. (8) They
burn his skin with lighted cigarette
ends. (9) The strip him naked and:
force him to sit on :a burning heater.
(10 They give him electric shocks.
The Modernity of Tradition

The two sets of torture differ in one'
significant respect. They differ in
technique. Over the hundred and
seventy years that separate the agony
of the Tatt1/abodhini P{Nrika from our
own, the torturer has become more
sophisticated, modern and efficient:
one cauld almost say that he has
'p{ogressed' from a state of nature
into the realm of art. The handcuff
has replaced the rustic twine, the
iron rod in anus the bamboo kata, the
blazing heater the ordeal by sun, and
the mind-destroying electric shock the
humiliation and defilement of :a shoe- \
beating. The torturer's 'progress',
thus, is a perfect metaphor for our
cultural landscape with its pylons of
modernity toweripg over a jungle of
medievalism.

Nothing illustrates this more clearly
than the fact that with all their 'ad-
vanced' and sophisticated techniques j
Lalbazar's methods bear a close fami- 1
ly resemhlance to thase of the zamin- 1
dari cutcherry of mid-nineteenth cen-
tury. Both sets of tortures are de-
signed to reach and cross that thres-
hold beyond which, as Fanon says,
pi3iin becomes unbearable. ~n both
ca·ses the aim is to treat the captive
body as a hostage for the fugitive
mind that refuses to bend to the cap-
tor's bidding. More importantly, the
torturers of both groups are equally
representative of .feudal autho-
ritarianism. 'The minions of the
law at Lalbazar whose osten-
sible function is to defend the liber-
ties sanctianed by a liberal-de-
mocratic constitution, do not offer
their victims any greater freedom of
choice than did the neo-feudal barons
of ninteenth-century Bengal ruling
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by the sanction of the Permanent
Settlement. 'Such oppressions', the
Tattvabodhini Patrika observed, 'have
become habitual with these sinister,
wicked landlords ... They are con-
vinced that their writs are incontro-
vertible and that they themselves must
preside over Iall matters of life and
death'. In much the same way Lal~
bazar's writs are not to be questioned.
And now, with inexorable logic,
Asia's mOst advertised parliamentary
democracy has by the new Act armed
a foul gang of sadists, literally, with
powers to 'preside over all matters
of life and death'.

V
The promulgation of this new Row-

latt Act marks 'in OUr country the
approach of one of those 'highly cri-
tical moments in the workers' strug-
gle against wage-slavery' when, as
Lenin says, 'the entire bourgeoisie is
agreed on the employment of such
(feudal) method's'. It will not be
true to say that all sections of our
bourgeoisie have alregdy rallied be-
hind such methods. They have not
dbne so because the struggle, in its
intensity and amplitude, has not yet
reached that critical point which, in
the sociology of Marxism-Leninism,
is known as civil war. Yet it is an
index of a developing crisis that the
'revolqtionary qhalhmge to Jaw and
order has evoked a feudal response
among large sections of OUr ruling
classes all the way from monopolists
to jotedars.

It is on behalf at the latter that the
BangIa Congress leader, Mr Ajoy
Mukherjee, has come out with his re-
commendation of greater 'freedom'
for the police to deal with the rebels.
'If all attempts to persuade the Naxa-
lite youths to desist from their terro-
ristic path fail', he says, 'the police
should have the freedom to adopt
firmer methods, including firing'
(Times of India, 20 November
1970). As an authentic sample of
the attitude of village tyrants whose
interests it is the mission of BangIa
Congress to uphold, there is nothing
unusual about this statement. What,
however, ,is food for thought and
highly relevant to the present discus-
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sion, is that Mr Mukherjee should in
the same speech, seek in Gandhism a
sanction for the use of counter-revo-
lutionary violence., 'Even Mahatma
Gandhi has taught us', he says, 'to
adopt violent means to deal with
violence in some cases. As a follo-
wer of Gandhi I have no hesitation
to call upon the people in the present
situation to meet arms with arms in
s:elf-detence if necessary' (I bid.).
The 'people' who have responded to
this Gandhian call with great enthu-
siam are, of course, the police. They
are, as the voice of Lalbazar wants us
to believe, shooting merely in 'self-
defence'.

Gandhism & Violence
Now, it is no part of our argument

to suggest that in justifying violence
in Gandhian terms Mr Mukherjee has
been even remotely guilty of misre-
presenting the Mahatma's teachings.
On the contrary, he has brought to
light 'a significant aspect of Gandhism
which, at less critical moments, the
apostles of non-violence try their
best to hide from public view. If
anything, Mr Mukherjee has credited
his master with much less than is due.
For Gandhi sanctioned violence not
merely in excepitonal CQisesIfor the
sake of an ,individ1ual's 'Self-defence
against an assailant, he very clearly
spoke up in favour of the generalized
violence o,j the ruling class operating
'through, the armed forces of the State.

Polemizing against an anarchist
youth who had put to him some
tricky questions about violence,
Gandhi wrote in an article in Young
India (7 May 1925) :

. ... 1 have nOlt the capacity for
preaching universal non-violence to the
country. I preach, therefore, non-
violence restricted strictly to the pur-
pose of winning our freedom ... Let
him (the revolutionary) take with
me the one step to it (universal non-
violence) which I see as clearly as
day-light, Le., to win India's freedom
with strictly non-violent means. And,
then, under swaraj, you and I shall
have a disciplined, intelligent, educat-
ed police force that would keep order

within and fight raiders from with-
out, if, by that time, I or someone
else does not show a better way of
dealing with either. (Collected Works,
Vol. 27, pp. 51-52) ..

In less pious prose this means : do
not resist imperialist v,iolence by
popular violem:e SO long as the British
rule over India ; after they quit, build
up the armed forces of the State as
institutionalized violence operating
on behalf of tlie ruling classes.
Here we are offered, in its most lucid
form, the very crux of comprador
political philosophy: non-violence
with regard to Imperialism, violence
against the people. No wonder, theIl,
that the jotedars who, in West
Bengal, represent the fusion 0'£ pre-
capitalist forms of rural exploitation
inherited from the days of the raj
with kulak characteristics acquired
since swaraj, should have found their
champion in a Gandhian advocate of
police violence.

Comprador Liberalism
Even more insidious perhaps is the

attraction that this particular philo- .
sophy has, in the present crisis, for
the liberals. For lying at the heart
of this aspect of Gandhism are two
fears-fear of the imperialist uppres-
sor and fear o'f the people-which our
liberals used to share equally with the
feudal elements of our <;ociety under
British rule. Unlike its Western pre-
cursors liberalism here has never
been the historical outcome of a class
struggle between tbe forces of capita-
lism and feudalism fought, more or
less, to a finish. We received our
on behalf of the' ruling claS6es .
port in a colomal cargo land: had it
administered to us -through a variety
of colonial institutions. We had
liberal laws enact~d for us by the
raj; it was the judicial and exe-
cutive ,apparatus of the regime which
enforced these laws; OUr liberal
values and ideas have been the pro-
duct of d. Westernized system of edu-
cation planned, promoted and fos-
ten'{{ by the colonialists. Consequ-
ently, OUr liberalism since its very in-
ception in the early nineteenth century
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those that pick out the liberals and
identify them as active agents of a
rotten culture. It is this realization
that determines and limits the libe-
rals' response to the current orgy of
torture. They are standing by 'as
passive and mute onlookers', or seek-
ing solace for their injured sensibili-
ties in private expressions of grief, or
as Rupadarsi himself does in Desh,
trying, in the name of democracy, to
make the police behave themselves:
'As a democrat I condemn unequivo-
cally this sort of stupid and wholesale
cruelty and unconstitutional activities,
by the police. From whom have
they learnt that democracy lacks the
means of fighting terrorism?' From
whom indeed? From the ruling
classes who themselves framed the
constitution and imposed their sort of
'democracy' on the people. The con-
stitution is nothing but a basic set
of laws which it is precisely the
function of 'democracy' to safeguard
so long as they serve the purpose of
the rulers, and to bypass, subvert-
and even overthrow, if need be, when
they prove inadequate. The police
are acting, in the present crisis, as the
guardians of the law which isabov'e
the constitution-the law of class rule.
An appeal to the torturer's conscience
is to ask the cheetah, in the classic
Gandhian manner, to change its
spots.

It is in such attitudes, all of which
dbjectively end up in acquiescence,
that the liberal is seen to take his
stand on the torturer's side of the
dividing line. He is already a cham-
pion of legality which it is the inqui-
sitor's task to enforce. They are both
equally committed to the idea that
all desirable social changes must be
achieved through institutional means
permitted by the given social order.
It is for the liberal to propagate this
idea and for the torturer to punish de-
viations from it. Colleagues, they
co-exist in the same culture which it
is their mutual responsibility to pr -
tect and uphold. There is no other
way for ,the liberal to break away
from this partnership than by cons-
ciously crossing over to the side of
th~ tortured.

comprador culture. Leading Gan-
diites like J. B. Kripalani and Ajoy
Mukherjee, avowed friends of princes
and jotedars and sworn enemies of
the present administration, urge
even greater violence in defence of
the regime. Outstanding hedonists
like the scions of the two leading li-
beral dynasties in -the land, who, res-
pectively, head the West Bengal and
all-India organisations of the ruling
party, custodians of the regime, are,
on their part, pressing for even more
draconian measures to deal with at-
tacks on Gandhi statues and shrines.
Thoroughly identified with the law,
the Mahatma's doctrine has thus
brought about the fusion of the two
elements of our dominant culture.
The beauty of a class struggle fought
out in the open is precisely this: it
helps to elucidate ideologies in a
manner never done in a class-room.

Arrayed, on the other side, are the
tortured, the party of revolutionary
violence. For them the vehicle of
white terror and the white bunting of
ahimsa it carries, are both equally
hateful symbols of the other culture.
By attacking both at the sam'e time
they are trying to expose the neces-
sary connection that exists between
the brutal and the spiritual aspects of
that culture. The liberal side of
Gandhism represents the latter. This
is why icon-breaking must be regard-
ed as an integral and essential part
of the present phase of insurgency.
By physically destroying a variety of
liberal images, visual as well as ins-
titutional, the rebels are articulating
some of the cultural implications of
their attack on the infrastructure with
great consistency. We are being told
in a clear and forthright manner that
the liberalism of the college professor
is as much a part of OUr comprador
culture as the medievalism of- the
village tyrant and that a truly revo-
lutionary struggle can afford to spare
neither. In other words, the intelli-
gentsia have been put in the dock.
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grew up with distinctly collaboratio-
nist traits expressed, above all, in a
servile reliance on and unswerving
faith in Law and Order-the most
formal expression of the culture of a
ruling class. Gandhi spoke as a pro-
tagonist precisely of this liberalism in
advising the young anarchist to lay
down the arms tpe latter had taken
up against the colonialists, although
the saint had no objection to an
official arll!ed force keeping 'order'
in a free India. With all its profe-
ssion of non-violence as a supreme
dharma for ,an individual the political
philosophy of Gandhism thus stands
for the collective violence of the rul-
ing class as embodied in the armed
f~r('es of the State.

This, more than anything else,
accounts for the ambiguity of the li-
beral intelligentsia's assessment of
Gandhi. The 'progressive' professor
who condemns out of hand the bla-
tantly obscurantist ingredients of
Gandhism, would still, when the
crunch comes, find it difficult to de-
nounce the doctrine in its entirety.
For, what is left of it even after ex-
cluding its feudal components is a
pretty substantial lump of liberal po-
litical philosophy pivoted upon the
idea of sanctity of law and order.
The Law is thus the other holy cow
of Gandhism, and taken together, the
pair represents the complementarity
df the feudal and bourgeois-liberal
elements in a comprador culture.

This is why in the current con-
frontation between the rebels and the
law one's attitude to torture-that is,
official violence expressed in its most
succinct forf!l-is inextricably bound
up. with one's attitude to Gandhism
-the doctrine of official violence re-
presented in the Indian context, in
its most generalized form. Whether
we are lOr Or against torture will in
effect be seen to t).ave directly to do
with what side of Gandhism we are
on. A look at the ideological battle
order would make this clear.

The tortuters, the party of official
violence, have, on one side of the The Tortured Accuse
'field, hoisted the banner of Gandhism' The tortured, thus, are also the ne-
on the nozzle of black marias. Ap- eusers. The youthful fingers that
plause from both the wings of our play deftly with grenade\lre also
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welfare of human beings and their - •
environment; ,in fostering lopsided
development, both in terms of geogra-
phical location within a country and,
especially in low-income countries, in
terms of a narrow range of outputs,
such as in one or two-crop economies.
The lopsided charC'cter of capitalist
development has been evident his-
torically in those nations that
today have advanced industrial
economies, but it is especially
evident in the underdeveloped coun-
tries (with their mixture of feudal an;>1
,capitalist features) that arc ,tied in
to the international capitaliSI!: system-
those countries that, by being recep-
tive to free enterprise and' foreign
capital, regardless of whether they are
also receptive to frecdom, are in
the "free world."

This lopsidedness shows itself most
markedly, of course, in IOle matter of
trade. As sa~lellites to the advanced
capitalist countries, the underdeve-
loped regions supply raw materials,
agricultural produdts', minerals, and
oil, and receive in return manufac-
tured and processed goods as well as
basic food items. Much more trade
takes place as between the under-
develpoed and Ilhe advanced capitalist
countries than among the underdeve-
loped countries themselves. One
consequence of this is the poor Irans-
portation within South America and
Africa-while there are good high-
ways or railroads running from hlines,
plantations, and oil fields to the s~a-
ports, it rema:ins difficult tol1ravel
from one part of the con'linent to
another.

The economic development of
these poor capitalist countries ,is lop-
sided in many other ways, too. A
few cit:ies in each of tU1ese countries,
with their airpor~,~, hotels, night-
clubs, and light' industries, are often
built up to the point where they
resemble the most modern me':ropo-
lis in advanced industr:ial coun'lries
-but the rural areas, camp-rising
most of the country and cont:aining
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In practice, many markets have been
more monopolistic than competitive,
government has interfered in numerous
and extensive ways in competitive mar-
ket processes in pursuit o'f greater
equity in income distribution, higher
employment of labour, and better allo-
cation of economic resources. Capita-
lism of the individualist, competitive
type has to some extent given way in
most- parts of the industrial capitalist
world to a state welfare capitalism,
in which government plays a larger
role and private entrepreneurs and
consumers somewhat smaller ones
than envisaged by Adam Smith and
his disciples. D~spite these depar-
tures from tdle ideal model of capita-
lism, however, it is fair to say that the
main driving force of the capitalist
system remains private entrepreneurs
who own the means of production,
and that competition among them is
still widespread and worldwide.

There is no doubt that capitalist
development, whatever importance its
departures from the Smithian model
have had, has been highly successful
in raising living standards for large
numbers of people. It has been re-

. latively efficient in using factors of
production in ways best designed to
provide all lale goods that consumers
by and large have demanded. It has
also encouraged new ways of doing
things-innovative activi'ly and tech-
nological advances.

At the same time, however, there is
a heavy emphasis in capitalist develop-
ment-as there nOw is throughout
mos', of the world-on raising the
national output, on producing "things"
in ever-increasing amounts. Implicit
is the view that man is merely an in-
put, a factor of production, a means
to an end. Moreover, capitalist de-
velopment has almost always been
uneven in several crucial ways-in its
alternating periods of boom and bust;
in eiuiching some people thousands
of times' more than others; in devel-
oping production facilities witI}' much
more care than it has devoted to the

\ \
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The New Mari, In The New China

WHILE capitalist and Maoist
--processes of economic develop-

ment have several elements in com-
mon, the differences between the
two approaches are nevertheless many
and profound. It is certainly not
evident that one a:pproach Or the
other ,is always superior, cither in
means or ends. What j~ evident,
however, is that most studies by Ame-
rican economi9~s of Chinese economic
development are based on the assump-
tion of capitalist superiority, and so
China has been dealt with as though
at were simpl}i an underdeveloped
United States-an economy that
"should" develop along capitalist lines
and that "should" forget all that
foolishness about Marxism, Mao's
thought, great leaps, and cultural re-
volutions, and get on with the job
of investing ~ts savings effioiently.
This unthinking acceptance by Ame-
rican economists of Ilhe view that
there is no development like capi-
taliSlt development has resulted ,in
studies of China that lack insight.

The practice of capitalism has not,
of course, met the ideal specification
for it as theorized by Adam ~mith.
In general, the theory holds that an
economy can develop most rapidly
jf every person, whether as entrepre-
neur, workcr, or consumer, is able to
pursue his own self-interest in compe-
tibive markets without undue inter-
ference from government. Progress

,is best promoted, not by government,
hut by entrepreneurs owning the mate-
rial means of production, whose acti-
vities guided by the pro:tit motive,
reflect consumcrs' demands for vari-
ous goods and services. Labour pro-
ductivity is .enhanced by material in-
centives and the division of labour
(specialization) ; economic progress
is made within an environment of
law and order, harmony of interests,
and stability. It is by these means
theel economic development, accord-
ing to the theory, can bes'l be attained,

't" and its attainmen'l can best be mea-
\) sured by the national output.
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tMrefore rejected by Maoists, ahd so
they reject any strong emphasis on
profit motives and efficiency criteria
that lead to lopsided growth.

In Maoist eyes, economic deve]op-
ment can best be al:tained by giving
prominence to men rather than
"things."

Recently, capitalist economists
have begun to s'iress the ,importance
for economic growth of "investment
in human capital" .....;j(hat is, invest-
ment <in general education, job timin-
ing, and beth health. It has been
claimed tha Ii expenditures in these
directions have had a large "payoff"
,in terms of output growth. Al-
though this might seem 110 represent
a basic change in their conceptof man
in the development process, actually
,it does no~i. "Investment in human
capital" means that economic re,
sources are invested for the purpose
of raising the skill and 11heeducatlional
and health levels of labour, not a:s an
end in itself but as a means of in-
creasing the productivity of labour.'
Thus economists are concerned with
the "payoff" to investment in human
capital, this payoff being the profit
that can be made from such an ex-
penditure. Indeed, the 'very term
"human capital" indicates wha!/ these
econol11lists have in mind: man is
another capital good, an input in'
the productive engine that grinds out
commodities; if one invests in man,
he may become more produc~live and
return a handsome profit to the in-

I vestor-whether (he <investor is the
state, a private capitalist, or the labou-
rer himself, Thus the preoccupation ~
of capitalisH economists is still with
man as a means and not as an end.

The Maoists' emphasis, however, is
quite different. Rirs,t of all, while
they recognize the role played 'by
education and health in the produc-
tion process, their emphasis is heavi-
ly placed on the ~1ransformation oft
ideas, the making of the Commu-.
nist man. Ideology, of course, may
be considered as part of educa!ion in
the broadest sense, but it is surely
not the parttUlat capitalis,t econo-
mists have ~n mind when they. evalu-
ate education's con~lributio'n to eco- -
nomic growth. Moreover, ideological;

coffee) -'/0 build on wh;it they have
always done best.

This p~rsuit of efficiency and pri-
vate profits through building on the
best has led in some areas to impres-
sive aggregai:e growth rates, but al-
most every'where in the in.lernational
capitalist world it has favoured only a
relative few a:! the expense of the
many, and, in poor capifalis.t COun-
tries, it has left mosf in stagnant
backwaters. Capitalis,t development,
even when most succ~ssful, is always
trlickle-down development.
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Maoist Emphasis
The Maoists' disagreemen: with the

capitalist ",iew of economic develop-
ment is profound. Their emphases,
values, and aspirations are quite dif-
ferent from those of cap~ lali~t econo-
mists. Maoist economic develop-
ment OCCurs within the context of
central planning public ownership of
industries, and agricultural coopera-
tives or communes. While decision-
making is decentralised to some ex-
tent, decisions regarding investment
versus consuplption, foreign trade,
allocation Of materia] inputs and the
labour supply, prices of various com-
modities-these and more are essen-
tially in the hands of the state. _The
profit motive is officially discouraged
from assuming an important role in
the allocation of resources, and mate-
rial incentives, while stili prevalent,
are downgraded.

Perhaps the most striking differ-
ence between l11le capitalist and
Maoist ViewS concerns goals. Maoists
believe that while a principal aim of a
nation shOuld: be to raise the level
of material welfare of the population,
this should be done only wi ihin thc
context of the development of human
beings, encouraging them to realize
fully their manifold creative powers.
And 'it should be done only' on an
egalitarian basis-that is, on the basis
that development is not' worth much
unless everyone rises toge'Gler; no one
,is to be left behind, either economi-
C211y or culturally. Indeed, Maois'is
believe that rapid economic develop-
liJlent is not likely to occur unless
everyone nise;s together. Develop-
ment as a trickle-down process is

While some of these charac:leristics
are not peculiar to the poor countries
ticd .to the inicrnational capitaliSI~
system (they can be found lin the
Soviet socialist bloc, QiOO),and while
some are related morc to fe}ldali~m
than to capitalism, much of the lop-
51ided development is intimately con-
nected with the profit mo·live. The
key link between the 11wois the fact
that it is almost always most profit-
able, from a priva'ie bU51iness point of
view, to build on the best. Thus a
businessman locates a new fao'my in
an urban centre near existing ones,
rather than out -in the hinterlands,
in orger to gain access to supplies, a
skilled labour force, and high-income
consumers ; to maximize profits, he
hires the best, most qualified \Vor-
kers'; a banker extends loans t;o thosc
who are a]readx successful; an edu-
cational system devo'ks its best efforts
to the superior s(:udents, and univer-
slities, imbued with the priva:le-busi-
ness ethic of "efficiency," offer edu-
cation to those best prepared and
most able; promoters locate cultural
centres for those best able to appre-
ciate and afford I,hem; in the inte-
rests of efficiency and compara'rive
advantage, businessmen are induced
to specialize (in cocoa or peanuts or

i110st of the people, are largely un-
touched by modernization. Indus-

. try, culture, en1lertainment, education,
and wealth are highly concentrated
in urban centres : a traveller to most
of the PQo.r "fr~e world" coun:lries,
by flying to jhe main cities, can land
in the middle of the twentieth cen-
tury, but by gotng tJ;,irty miles ou~
into the country in any direoiion he
will find himself back in the Middle
Ages. Education is usually for jlhe
elite and stresseS" the superioriy of
the educated over the uneduca'led,
the superiorii.y of urban over rural
life, of mental over manual labour.
The burden of cconomic develop-
ment, which is cssentially a restrain1
on consumption, is shared most in-
equitably among the people; jhe
differences between rich and poor are
staggering-they are nothing less
than the differences be:1ween un be-
lievable luxury and starva;lion.
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training c10es not include the acqulSl-
tion of par licular sk,ills or the tram-
ing of specialists-as education and

'job tra,ining in capitalist coun"ries
tend to do. The Maoists believe
that economic development can bes>
be promoted by breaking down spe-
cialization, by dismantling bureau-
cracies, and by undermining the other
centralizing and divisive tendencies
that give rise to experts, technicians,
authOl',itics, and bureaucrats remo'le
from or manipulating "the masses."
Finally, Maoists seem perfectly willing
to pursue the goal of transforming
man even though it is Lemporarily
at the expense of some economic
growth. Indeed, it is clear that
Maoists will not accept economic de-
velopment, however rapid, if it ,is bas-
ed on the capitalist prindiples
of sharp division of labour and sharp
(me&ning unsavoury or selfish)
practices.

The proletarian world-view, which
Maoists believe must replace <that of
the bourgeoisie, s'1resses that only
through struggle can progress be
purpose will release a huge
reservoir o'f enthusiasm, energy,
a,nd creativeness; tlhat active partici-
pation by "the masses" in decision-
making will provide them with the
knoweldge to channel tlheir energy
most productively; and tlhat the eli-
mination of specialization will noll
only' increase workcrs' and peasants'
willingness to work hard for the va-
rious goals of society but will also
,increase their ability '110 do this by
adding to their knowledge and aware-
ness of the world around I.'them.

It is an essell'~al part of Maoist
thinking that progress is nc)l'lmade by
peace and quietude, by let:ling things
drift and playing safe, or, ,in lhe
words of Mao Tse->'.!ung, by standing
for "unprincipled peace, thus giving
rise to a decaden'l, philistine attitude

" Progress is made through
struggle, when new talents emerge
and knowledge advances in leaps.
Only through continuous struggle is
the level of consciousness of people
raised, and in the process they gain
not only understanding but happiness.

l'dao sces' man cngaged in a fierce
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class struggle-the bourgeoisie against
the prole ariat-the outcome of which,
at least in the short run, is far from
certain. The prole~',arian world out-
look can win only if it enters tre-
mendous ideological class struggles.

Maoists believe that each person
should be devoted to "Ihe masses"
rather than 110 his own pots and pans,
and should serve talC world proletariat
·rather than, as the Peking Revicw
has put it, reach out with "grasp-
ing hands everywhere to seek fame,
material gain, power, position, and
limelight." They - l'hink that if a
person is selfish he will resist criti-
cisms and suggestions and is likely
to become bureaucratic and elitist.
He will not work as hard for commu-
nity or national goals as he will for
narrow, selfish ones. In any case, a
selfish person is not an admirable
person. Thus Maoists de-emphasize
material incentives, for they are Hhe
very manifestation of a selfish, bour-
geois society. While selflessness is
necesary to imbue man with energy
and the willingness to work hard,
Maoists believe this is not sufficient.j
man must also have the ability as
well. And such ability comes from
active participation-from seeing and

,doing. To gain knowledge, people
must be awakened from their half
slumber, encouraged to mobilize
themselves and to take conscious ac·
tion to elevate and liberate l'hem-
selves. When they ac:!ively partici-
pate in decision-making, when they
take an interest in state affairs,
when they dare to do new j hings,
when they become good at presenting
facts and reasoning things out, when
they criticize and tes~l, and experi-
ment scien'~lifically-having discarded
myths and supersti:lions-when they

, are aroused, lhen, says, the Peking
Review, "the socialist ini!liative latent
in the masses wilt burst out with
volcanic force and a rapirl change
[will take] place in production."

For Marx, specializa'Jion and bu-
reaucratization were ~he very anti-
thesis of communism. Man could
not be free or truly human un!!il
these manifestations of alienal1ion
were eliminated, allowing him to be-

come an all-round communist man.
Maoists, too, have been intensely
concerned wi,,h this goal, specifying
it in terms of eliminating the dis'l!inc-
tion between town and coud1ryside, '
mental and manual labour, and work-
ers and peasal1'~;). The reqlization of
the universal man is no:!- automatical-
ly achieved by altering l/he forces of
production, by the socialis~1 revolution.
Rather, it can be achieved only after
the most intense. and unrelenting
ideological ellorts to raise lrhe cons-
ciousness of the masses llhrough the
creative study and creat!ive use of
Mao's though~L Old ideas, customs,

'and habits hang on long after the
material base of the economy h:,s
been radically changed, and it ,Ilakes
one mighty elIol", after another to
wipe out the prolc:\umn world out-
look. This transformation of the
"subjective world" will then have a

'tremendo.us impact on the "objec-
t,ive world."

Building On The Worst
In many ways Maoist ideology re-

jects the capitalist principle of buil-
ding on the best, even tihough the
principle cannot help but be followed
to some exl~lent in any ellort at eco-
nomic development:. However, the
Maoist departures from llhe principle
are the 'importan~! thing. While
capitalism, in their view, sHrives one-
sidedly for efficiency in producing
goods, Maoism, while also seeking
some high degree of efficiency, at
the same time and in numerous ways
builds on "il1e worst": experts are
pushed aside in fay-our-' of decision-
making by "[(he masses"; new indus-
tries are established in rural areas;
the educational system favours the
disadvantaged; expertise (and hence
work proficiency in a narrow sense)
is discouraged; new products are do-
mestically produced rather [han be-
ing imported "more efficiently"; the
growth of cities as centres of indus-
trial and cultural life is discouraged;
steel, for a ,j'ime, is made by "every-
one" instead of by only the much
more efficient steel industry.

Of course, Maoists build on "the
\Vorst" not because t,hey take grea1
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bers, adjusting them in numerous
ways, deflating them for changes, and
doing a lot of other fussy statisl'ical
work. Each economi~t tillS' inten .•
sively his small plot, gaining highly
specialized knowledge in the process
finally ending up an expert in his
cramped quarters. There are not
many economists in the China field
who try to see Chinese economic de-
velopment as a whole, as "the com-
prehensive totam'y of the historical
process." If the truth is lihe whole,
as Hegel claimed, most economic
experts on China must be so far from
the truth that i~1is hardly worth-
while listening to them.

Moreover, it is often painful. Even
a casual Teader of the economio
research on Comn1unist China cannon
help but notice that many of the
researchers are not happy-to say the
least-with the object of their inves-
tigation. This is immediately notice-
able because it so very unusual in
economics. Ordinarily, economists are
utterly fascinated and almostl infatua-
ted with their special areas of study-
even with such an esoteric one as.
"Game T1leory Applied to Non-linear
Development." But not so Our
China experts. Indeed, it is quite
apparent "tha:/ many of them consider
China to be, notlihe Beloved,' but
the Enemy. And in dealing with the
Enemy, \!Uleir research often reveals
very strong, and undisguised, biases
against China.

These biases show up in a variety
of ways, from such trivial things as
changing Peking to Peiping (a la
Dean Rusk), which reveals a wish
that the communists weren't there;
to the frequent use of emo!live words
(the communists are n()l~1dedicated

but "obsessed," leaders are "bosses,"
a decision not to release data is des-
cribed as "a sullen statistical silence,"
the extension of the sta '~stical sys'tem
becomes "an extension Of its tentacles
further into the economy"); flo the
attribution of ra'iher sinister motives
to ordinary economic and cultural
policies (education and literacy a~e
promoted for the purpose of spreading
evil Marxian doctrines, economic deve-
lopment is pursued for the principal,
purpose of gaining military strength

of Maoist development.
Like seagulls following the wake of

a ship, economists pursue numbers.
The main concentration of numbers
pertaining to the economy of Com-
munist China is in Ten Great Years,
which was published in Sepl!ember,
1959, by the Stale Statistical Bureau.
This volume con'~lail1S a wealth of
data on almost all phases of economic
activity, and so ill has become one
of the main sources for much of tht!
empirical work on Chinese economic
development. Butlihroughout the
nineteen-fifties economic data were
published in hundreds of o~lher cour-
Qes-in official repor:'s, stati~tical
handbooks, economics books, and
articles-so thal altogether massive
information, of varying degrees of
reliability, became available on the
first decade or so of China's develop-
ment efforts. At:ler 1958, however,
the release of aggregate data just
about came to a halt. So little re-
search on the nineteen-sixties has
been done by economists outside of
China. The data of the ninelieen-
fifties continue to be worked over,
adjusted, and refined, tlhough there is
no longer much more tihat can be
said. about llhem.

Much of this research has been'con-
cerned in one way or another wi!<h
China's na~iional output-its absolute
size; its rates of growth; its compo-
nents, like agriculture and indus;'rial
output has been affected by in~ef-
national trade annd Sovieh aid; and
the planning me;lhods utilized in its
production.

There are, of course, scores of
studies, though mostly of an empm-
cal nature, on specialized aspects of
the economic process. A few Wes-
tern economists have actually visited
China in recent years and have re-
turned with much information, bUll
mainly of a qUqlita;~ve nature.

Economic research on China suffers
from an ailment common to most of
economics-a narrow empiricism.
Thus most of the research studies
of the Chinese economy - deal with
very small segments of the develop-
ment process, and within these tiny
areas the researchers busy themselves
with data series-adding up the num-

delight 111lowering economic effi-
ciency ; rather their stated aims are
to involve everyone in .Jlhe develop-
ment process, to pursue development
without leaving- a single person be-
hind, to' achieve a balanced growth
rather than a lopsided one. Yet if
Maoism WClTeQilly. thait-, we could
simply state 'that, while Maoist deve-
lopment may be much mOre equitable
than capitalist efforts, it is surely
less efficient and thus less rapid;
efficiency is being sacrificed to some
extent for equity. But thatl would
miss the more important aspects of
Maoist ideology, which holds that the
resources devoted to bringing every-
r'Jne ·into the socialist· development
process-the effort spent on building
On ,"the worst"-will eventually pay
off not only in economic ways by
enormously raising labor produc:livity
but, more important, by creating a
society of truly free men who res-
pond intelligently tot/he world
around them, and who are happy.

The sharp contrast between the
economic developmnt views of capi-
talist economists and those of; he
Chinese communists cannot be de-
nied; their t/wo worlds are quite dif.
ferent. The difference is not mainly
between being Chinese and being
American, although thalli is surely
part of it, but, ra:iher, between Mao-
ists in a Marxist-Leninist tradition
and being present-day followers of
the economics first fashioned by
Adam Smith and later reformed by
John Maynard Keynes. Whatever
the ignorance and misunderstanding
On the Chinese side regarding the
doctrines of capitalist economics, it is
clear that many Western economic
experts on China have shown little
interest in, and almost no under-
standing of, Maoist economic deve-
lopment. Most of tale economic re-
searchers have approached China as
though it were litlile more than a
series of tables in a yearbook which
could be analyzed by Wes:lern eCOno-
mic methods and judged by capita-
list values. TIle resultl has been a
series of unillumina'iing studies," lar-
gely statistical or institu!~onal in me-
thod, and lacking analysis of the real-
ly distinctive and interesting features



for geographical expansion-which is
the theme ot W.W. Rostow's book
on The Prospects For Communist

.China) ; to dire forecasts of imminent
disaster based on little more than
wishful thinking and on up to date
manipulation of the most. questionable
sortl.

This strong propensity to treat
China as the enemy has led to some
grossly distorted accounts of China's
economic progress. The picture that
is presen:'ed by these studies as a
whole is one in which China, while
making some progress for a time in
certain areas, is just barely holding on
to economic life. It is a picture of a
China always close to famine, making
little headway while the rest of the
worlc1 moves ahead, being involved in
irrational economic policies, and offel-
ing little reason for hope that the
lives of her people will be improved.
Our China experts, furthermore, know
what is wrong, and that, in a word,
is communism. They seldom fail to
pass judgment on some aspect or other
of Chinese economic development,
and this judgment is almost invariably
capitalist-oriented. Thus national
planning and government-controlled
prices cannot be good because they
.do not meet the criteria of consumer
sovereignty and competitive marketiS;
communes violate individualism and
private prop'erty; ideological cam-
paigns upset order and harmony; the
de-emphasis on material incentives vio-
lates human nature and so reduccs
individual initiative and economic
growth; the breakdown of specializa-
tion lowers workers' productivity. This
sort of thing pervades much of the
economic literature on China.

Given all this-the narrow speciali- .
zed studies that are sometimes useful
but not often enlightening, t\he dis-
tortions by omission or commission,
the capitalist~oriented approaches and
assessments, not to mention (/hose
evaluations of Communist China that
are inspired by a s~lrong allegiance to
Chiang Kai-shek-given all this, it is
little wonder tha~ a fair piet/ure of
China's economic progress seldom gets
presented.< Seldom, not never:
Barry Richman's Dook on Industrial
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Society in Commurust ClllinC/, Carl
Riskin's work-for example, in The
Cultural Revolution 1967 111 Review-
and several other research efforts are
refreshingly objective, relatively free
of capitalist cant, and approach Maoist
ideology in a serious way.

Advance on all fronts
The truth is that China over the

past two decades has made very re-
markable economic advance (though
not steadily) on almost all fronts.
The basic, overriding economic fact
about China is that for twenty years
she has fed, clothed, and housed
everyone, has kept them heal"hy, and
has 'educa~!ed most. Millions have not
starved; sidewalks and st!ree1s have
not been covered with mul.~tudes of
sleeping, begging, hungry, and iUite-
rate human beings; millions are not
disease-ridden. To find such deplQr-
able conditions, one does not look t[o
China these days but, rather, tiD India,
Pakistan, and almost anywhere else
in the underdevelop~sl world. These
facts are so basic, so fundamen~:ally
important, that! they completely, do-
minate China's economic pio1:ure,
even if one grants all of the erratk
and irrational policies alleged by her
numerous critics.

The Chinese-all of them-now
have what is in effect an insurance
policy against pestilence, famine, and
other disasters. In Idhis respect,
China has out)performed ."every un-
derdeveloped coul1;try ,in the world;
and, even wi~'s respeot to the richest
one, it would not be farfetched to
claim that [here has been less mal-
nutrition due to maldis~ir.ibution of
food in China over the past twenty
years than there has been in the
United States. If this comes close tiD
the truth, the reason lies not in
China's grain output far surpassing
her population growth-for it: has not
-but, rather, in t!he development of
institutions to disl':ribute food evenly
among the population. I,t/.is also true,
however, tha/.! China has just had six
consecutive bumper grain crops (wheat
and rice) ,tihat have enabled her to
reduce whealtl imports and greatly in-
crease rice exporils. On top of this,

there have been largc gams m the
supplies of eggs, veget,ables, fruits,
poultry, fish, and meat. In fao:~'
China today exports more food than
she imports. The Chinese are in a
much be~::er position now. than ever
before to ward off natural disas~!ers,
as there has been signific:l.nt progress
in irrigation, F.ood control, and water
conservation. The use of chemical
fertilizers is increasing rapidly, the
volume now over ten times ,that of
the early nineteen-fifties ; ther~ have
been substantial gains in ',he output
of tractors, pumps, and other farm
implements; and much progress ha~
been made in t!he control of plant
disease and in crop breeding. (>

In educa'l~on, there has been a
major breakJ:Uuough. All urban chil-
dren and a great majority of rural
children have a:ltended primary
schools, and enrolments in secondary
schools and in higher education are
large, in proportion to the population,
compared with pre-communist days.
If "school" is extended to include as
well all 'parM,ime, part-study educa-
tion, spare-time educatrion and the
study groups organized by the com-
munes, ,faot!ories, street organizations,
and the army, ,t!hen there are schools
everywhere in China .

China's gains in the medical and
public-health fields are perhaps the
most impressive of all. TIle gains
are attested ~!o by many fairly recent
visitors to China. For example, G.
Leslie Wilcox, a Canadian doc~!or, a
few ~ears ago visited medical colleges,
hospItals, and research ins~litutes, and
reported in "Observations on Medi-
cal Practices" (B ulldiu ill" the Atomic
Scientists, June, 1966) that every-
w.here h~ found good equipment,
h~gh medIcal s~~ll1darcls,excellent me-
dIcal care-almost! all comparable to
Canadian standards, As William Y.
Chen, a member of the U.S. Public
Health Service, wrote in "Medioine
in Public Health" (Sciences in Com-
munist China), "the prevention and
c?~trol .of many infec:ious and para-
SItIC, dIseases which have ravaged
[Chma] for genera:lions" was a "most
startling accomplishment." He noted,
too, that "the improvemen': of gene-
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What Can Be Done?
What can be done? Probably not

very much until a substanl\ial number
of younger economists become inter-
ested in China. It is a hopeful sign
that many young economists are now
bre~king away ;from the situlililfying
atmosphere of present-day "neo-classi-
cal" economics and are trying to refa-
shion the discipline into political
economy, as it once was, so as to take
account of the ac'lual world and not
the world of highly abstract models,
scholas':ic debates, and artificial
assumptions-all designed to justify
the existing sta'e of things and to
accdpt without question the r~ther
narrow, materialistic goals of capi~a-
list society.' This reformulation by
the young will have to take place
first, but once this Itask is well along,
China is bound to be attraotive to
many of these "new" economists.
Only then will we begin to get a
substantial amount of research on
China that makes sense.

The researcJh that would make
sense is any that takes Maoism seri- 4
ously as a model of economic develop-
ment, in terms both of its objeotives
and of the means employed to attain
those objectives. A thoughl!ful c9n- ~
sideration of Maoism means paying
proper attention tlo Marxism-Leninism
as well as to the Chinese past of the
Maoists. The Marxist-Leninistl goal
of the communist man wi'ihin a class-
less society in which each' person
works according to his ability and
consumes according to his needs-
this goal of tithe Maoists should be
taken seriously in any economic analy-
sis of wha':1 is now going on. l

There is a cure of development f
theory tha,! would probably be accep- t
ted by both ~Ihe capitalist and MaoiS'b
sides-that economic grow:U1 can be
attained by increasing lhe amounts
of labour, capital goods, and land
used in production, by improving the
quaH y of these factors of production
by combining them in mOre efficient
ways and inspiring labour to
greater, efforts, and by taking advan-
tage of economies of scale. Now,
Maoism undoubtedly affeo's every one
of these ingredients of. economic y
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out increasing -numbers of scienj'ists
and engineers, expanding the volume
of foreign trade 'and the varie'ly of
products traded, and making s!artling
progress in the development of nu-
clear weapons. This is a truer pic-
ture, I believe, than the bleak one
drawn by some of our China experts.

The failure of many economic ex-
perts on China to tell I[lhe story of
her economic development accurately
and fully is bad enough. Even worse
has beenlihe general failure to deal
with China on her own terms, with-
in the framework of her own goals
and methods for attaining those
goals, or even to recognize the pos-
sible vali&1y of those goals. Com-
munist China is certainly nO:1 a para-
dise, but it is now engaged in per-
haps the mosll interesting economic
and social experiment ever a:1tempted,
in which tremendous effor:1s are be-
ing made to achieve an egali'arian
development, an industrial develop-
ment wi'hout dehumanization, one
that involves everyone and 'affects
everyone. All these efforts seem ndl
to have affeo'ied Western economists,
who have proceeded ahead with tlheir
income accounts and slide rules,
and their free-enterprise values, lio
measurE:; and judge. One of the most
revealing developmen!1S in the China
field is the growing belief among the
economic exper'~ls that further re-
search is hardly worthwhile in view-
of the small amoun'! of economic
statistics that have come out of
China since 1958. Apparently, i'l
does not ma':lter that seven htmdred
and seventy-five million people are
involved in a gigantic endeavour to
change their environmen'l, their eco-
nomic and social institutions, their
standard of living, and themselves;
that never before have such poten-
tially importan I economic and so-
cial experimenlls been carried out;
that voluminous discussions of these
endeavours by the Maois':s are easily
available. No, if C.N.P. data are not
forthcoming, if numbers can't be
added up and adjusted, then tlbe
economy must be hardly wor'lh bo-
thering about.
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ral environmen'~l sanitation and the
practice of p~rsonal hygiene, both in

'the cities and in the rural areas, were
also phenomena1."

While all the~e gains were being
made, the ~hinese were devoting an
unusually large amount of resources
to industri~l outpU!'L China's indus-
trial production' has r risen on the
average by at least eleven per cen[j
per year since 1950, which is an ex-

-ceptionally high growth rate for an
underdeveloped ·coun'!ry, Further-
more, industri~l progress is not! likely
to be retarded in tibe future by any
lack of natural resources, for China
is richly endowed and is right! now
one of the four top producers in .jlhe
\-vorld of coal, iron ore, mercury, tin,
tungsten, magnesite, salt and an':i-
mony. In recent years, China has
made large gains in the production of
coal, iron, steel, chemical fertilizers,
and oi1. In fact, since the huge dis-
coveriesat the Tac'hing oilfield,
China is now self-sufficient in oil and
has offered to export some {Io Japan.

From 'tU1e industrial, agricultural,
and other gains, I would estimate
that China's real C.N.P. has risen
On the average by at least! six per cent
per year since 1949, or by at leas;~
four per cent on a per-capita basis.
This may not! seem high, but it is a
little bti~lter than the Soviet Union
did over acompara ble period (1928-

. 40), much better than England's re-
cord during her cen'lury of industria-
lization (1750-1850), when her
income per capita grew at
one half of -one per cent per year,
perhaps a - bi~1 better than Japan's
performance from 1878 to 1936, cer-
tainly much superior to France's one
per cent record from 1800 tlQ 1870,
far better lihan India's 1.3 per cent
growth during 1950 to 1967; more
important, it is much superior tlo the
postwar record of almost all under-
developed countries in tU1Cworld.

This is a pidlure of an economy
richly endowed in natlural resources,
~ut whose people are sfiill very poor,
making substantial gains in indushia-
lization, moving ahead more slowly
in agriculture, raising education and
health 'levels drama,tically, turning
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ble of growth, and having an inner
being that is self-propelled? If ,the
latter, how are these powers released?

The Maoists claim thalli the powers':"
exist and can be released. If they
are righ',I, the implic:ltions for econo-
mic developmen:l are so imp9rtant
that it would take blind men on 'Ihis
side of the Pacific I~!() igncre them.
(Mr Gurley is }1rofessor of Economics
at Stanford University.)

All countries: Rs. 40 or 5 dollars
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economy. If most people could per-
form many jobs moderately well,
manual and intellectual, urban and
rural, the economy might be more able
to cope with sudden and large chan-
ges; it could with lilj:',leloss in effi-
ciency mobilize its labour force for a
variety of tasks. Fur~her, since ex-
perience in one job carries over to
others, a person may be almost as
productive, in the job-proficiency
sense, in anyone of them as he would
be if he specialized.,-a peasant who
has spent some months in a faatary
can more easily repair farm equipment,
and so on. Finally, a Maoist eco-
nomy may generate more useful infor-
mation than a specialist one and so
lead to greater creativity and produc-
tivity. When each person is a narrow
specialist, communication among such
people is not highly meaningful.
When, on the other hand, each per-
son has basic knowledge about many
lines of ad1ivity, Ilhe experiences of
one person enrich the potel1J:iali~ljesof
many others.

The piont is that this issue
-which, I should stress, in-
cludes not only labour pro-
ductivity (that is, the development
of material things by human beings)
but also the development of human
beings themselves-this issue of gene-
ralists versus specialists, communist
men versus experts, the masses versus
bureaucrats, or 'whatever, is not to be
laughed away, as it has been, in effcct,
by some 'China experts. How men, -in
an industrial society, should relate to
machines and to each other in seeking
happiness and real meaning in their
lives has surely been one of the most
important problems of the modern
age. There is also another basic
issue here: whether modern indus-
trial society, cap~lali~t or socialist,
does in fact diminish man's essential
powers, his capacity for growlh in
many dimensions, even Ilhough it does
allocate them "efficiently" and in-
creases his skills as a specialized input.
Is man Lockean in nature-reactive
to outside forces, adjusting passively
to disequilibrium forces from with-
out? Or is he -essentially Leibnit-
zian-the source of acts, ac'live, capa-
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growth, and o£~'en in ways quite
different from the capitali~t impact.
For example, it is likely that Maoist
ideology disc'ourages consumption and
encourages saving and investment,
and so promotes the growth of the
capital stock; iU does this by preven-
ting the rise of a highconsuming
"middle class," by fostering I!heMaoisit
virtues of plain and simple living and
devoting one's life to helping others
rather than accumulating "pol~'Sand
pans."

As another example, it is
possible that Maoist econo-
mic development by de-empha-'
sizing labour specialisation and
reliance on experts and techni-
cians, reduces the--'}ualityof Ilhe labour
force and so slows the raj:e of econo-
mic growth. On the other hand, as
Adam Smith once suggested, labour
specialization, while increasing pro-
ductivity in some narrow sense, is
often at the expense of ta1e worker's
general intelligence and understand-
ing. It was his view thai! "the rlian
whose whole life is spent in
per~orming a few simple ope-
rations ... generally becomes as
stupid - and ignorant as it is

-possible for a humancrea~lure to be-
come." ll1e difference between the
mos] dissimilar of human beings,
according to Smith, is nO:1so much
the cause of division of labour as it is
the effect of itt ConsequenJ:ly, while
an economy might gain from the divi-
sion of labour in some small sense, it
could lose in the larger sense by creat-
ing mel~ who are little more than
passive and unreasoning robots. A
major aim of the Maoists is to :trans-
form man from this alienated Slate I\()
a fully aware and participatnig mem-
oer of socie~iy. The emphasis on
"Reds" rather than expe~:s is just one
part of this transformalluon which, ib
is felt, will release "an atom bomb" of
talents and energy and enable labour
productivity to take great leaps.

In addition to this argument, which
is based on Maoists' interpretaliion of
their own history and experience, it
is also possible that ,Hhe "universal
man" in an underdeveloped economy
would provide more flexibility to the
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more of anyone commodity without
reducing the production 'Of something
else: Thus, at every point in the range

''Of possible efficient patterns of pro-
ductions, each commodity has a mar-
ginal opportunity cost in terms of the
sacrifice of other commodities which
would be required in 'Order to pro-
duce a little more of this one. There
is a pattern of relativ'e prices, for any
given combination of commQdities re-
flecting marginal 'Opportunity costs of
each in terms of the rest.

Now, within its proper sphere of
operation, this principle is of great
importance. Its sphere is the use of
limited specifi~ resources for specified
ends, in conditiQns of full employ-
ment and full utilisation of capacity.
This is the reason why the mathema-
tical school in the USSR ha~
been attracted to the neo,..
classical theory, which offer~
them something that they could not
'find in Marx. In Western orthodoxy,
the ,argument was puffed up to cover
the whole of economics. The linch-
pin of the 'Orthodox defence of laisser
f aire was the doctrine that, undef'.
conditions of perf~ct competition, a
free market will alway's allocate. reo
Sources efficiently in the above sense.
This part of the argument has never:
been convincing. The textbooks
dwell upon the characteristics 'Of an
equilibrium situation while being ex-
cessively vague about how a compe-
titive market would actually reach it.
But even if it was perfectly correct,
this analysis leaves out the mQst im-
portant part of the problem. The
market demand for commodi{ie:"
whiCh allocates resources between
uses, is discussed in terms 'Of the tastes
of consumers, not of the distribution
of purchasing power amongst them.
The prices of the "factors of produc-
tion" are derived from the prices of
commodities. All factOrs are 'On the-.
same fo'Oting-the muscle of a
labour, the knowledge of an engineer, I

the oapacity of a blast furnace to pro-
duce iron, of a loom tQ produce cloth
or a field to produce corn is each
"rewarded" according to the relation
of supply to demand for the. type at
factQr to which jt belongs. The dis- ~

has been refuted, the orthodox ideo-
logy is' left floating in the air deprived
of what it used to claim was its
scientific basis.

To understand the criticism, we
must first surv.ey the scheme 'Of ideas
that it is replacing. Modern doctrines
are derived from the neoclassical
school which established itself as or-
thodox in the latter part
'Of the nineteenth century and
continued in v'Ogue right up
till the great slump of the 1930s.
They set out in terms of industrial
capitalism and at best were ill adapted
to the pr'Oblems of what is nowadays
called development. One of its main
elements was the principle of opti-
mum alloo:ltion of scarce means
between alternative uses. Consider a'
situati'On in which there are· given
production resOurces, fully specified
in physical, engineering terms, a
given body of technical knowledge
and a specific list of commodities t'O be
produced. Resources can be used
in various combinations to produce
anyone commodity. This is m'Ost
easily seen in the case of agriculture,
from which the idea was originally
derived. An ,annual output of so
many t'Ons of corn can be produced
(in the same weather conditions). by
a larger labour force working more
intensively on a smaller area of land
or by a smaller lab'Our force working
On a larger area. Again, the same la-
bour force and the same area of land
can produce a variety of crops~say
more corn and less turnips or vice
versa.

This construction illustrates the
concept of effiqiency and of oppor-
tunity cost. For any particular com-
binati'On of commodities, there is a
maximum quantity that the given re-
sources could produce when they are
fully utilised. It would be ineffi.cient
to use them in such a way that more
resources produce less output. When
produ'ction is efficient, in this sense,
it w'Ould be impossible "to produce
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THE controversy which has beel1
going on for many year::.

amongst. theoreticali ec'Onamists about
the meamng a!;ld measurement 'Of
capital must appear tll outsiders (in-
cluding the bulk of the profession
itself) as mere scholasticism, yet it
has important iwplicati'Ons 1)0th for
the formation of ideology and for
understanding" the world that we are
living in.

Academic teaching to! We last
hundred years has been concerned

"Il1uch more with the first task than
the second. It has been concerned
with propagating the ideology of
laisser faire and of the beneficial
effects of the free play of market
forces ; it has done more to distract
attention from tile actual 'Operations
of thc capitalist economy than to
illuminate thent. Yet it does not
consist merely of slogans; it has an
intellectual structure which has fasci-
nated generations of students and
provided generations of professors
with p'Osition and with reputation ,or
the brilliance with which they 'ex-
pounded and elaborate it.

Marxists! generally di~misSi the
whole thing as a deception without
bothering to understand it. Their
own categories such as surplus value,
variable capital and organic camposi-
tion are not defined in a way that
brings them to bear on the questions
that the academics discuss. Thus
the' two. systems of ideas are not
.confr'Onted with each other in logical
argument and the choice between
them is left to ideological prejudice.
Prejudice, of course, as well as acade-
mic funds, is heavily on the side of
orthodoxy, whidh thus grows and
flourishes undisturbed.

The new criticism, inspired by
Piero Sraffa, does not merely mock
at orthodoxy. It penetrates into its
the'Oretical system and exposes its
weakness from within. The debate
is carried out on the plane of logical
analysis; when the lagical argument
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twenty years deriving mathematical
propositions, interpreting stJtistical
evidence and putting out text-books
on this basis while smothering criti-
cism by a conspiracX of silence. .

The Fallacy
For anyone who has not been

mesmerised by neo-n~oc1assicai teach-
ing, the fallacy is easy to see. It
consists in confusing the two mean-
ings of capital ; finance controlled by
capitalists, which edrns profits, is
identi'fied with the physical eqUIp-
ment and stocks which ,assist labour
to produce output. A fund of fin-
ance is a sum of money to be invest-
ed by buying equipment at current,
prices Or paying for it to be built at
current costs. The rate of profit en-
ters into the determination of prices.
When the level of money-wage rate:l
is given, the prices at which goods
are sold have to be higher if they are
to yield a higher rate of profit. The
value of a stock of equipment, whe-
ther reckoned in terms of money, of
labOUr time or of a representative
"hasket" of commodities, is not inde-
pendent of the rate of profit. The
concept of the "marginal productivity
of capital" was an illegitimate exten-
sion of the "scarce commodities" con-
cept to the sphere of accumulation.
The argument is kept going, pupils
bewildered ,and critics exasperated,
by constantly jumping from one COIlr-

cept of capital to the other without
distinguishing hetween them.

The formal argument can be stated
in a rough .and ready way (those who
want it rigorously must go to Piero
STaffa's Production o,f Commodities
by Means of Commodities). Suppose
that, with X-ray eyes, we can see the
'2ctual flow of production that is go-
ing on over a period of time in an
industrial economy, ~et out in physi-
cal terms-tons, pints and yards, and
man-hours of labour. From the goods
in being ,at the end of the period,
subtract the physical equivalent of
those in being at the beginning. We
then have net output in physical
terms. In the Marxian scheme,
c+v+s are quantities of labour-va-
lue. Here c on one side and (v+s)
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covers the original finance from gross
profits and re-embodies it in what-
ever form, within its horizon of com-
petence, that appears to promise the
greatest profitablllty. The service for
which the capItalIst receives a "re-
ward" more or less proportional to
the amount of finance that he con-
trols (that is, a r·ate of profit on capi-
tal) is described as "waIting" because
investment precedes receIpts. The
factors of production, then, are l:'lnd,
labour and waiting, receIving rent,
wages and pro'fits. This construction
was used ·as an answer to the labour
theory of value-not only labour pro-
duces value, capital produces some
too. The labourer is worthy of his
wage .and the capitalist is worthy of
his profit.

All this was under the rule of Say's
Law-supply creates demand. Equi-
lIbrium WIth full employment of the
labour force will always be estab-
lished except when the monopolistic
combinations of workers in trade
unions are so foolish as to demand
wages in e~cess Of their marginal
product.

The whole structure of ideas carp.e
to a. crash along with the world mar-
ket in the great slump. Keynes .at-
tacked Say's Law and supplied a
theory of effective demand but he did
not penetrate into the confusions and
sophistries of the underlying
doctrines.

After 1945 it was taken for grant-
ed in the West that near-full employ-
ment was henceforth to be maintain-
ed by government policy and the
ideology of "growth" displaced lais-
ser faire as the main defence for pri-
v·ate enterprise. The economists,
therefore, had to bring the accumula-
tion of capital into the centre of the
picture. They plunged in with-
out a mO'tnent's thought, failing
to notice' the ambiguity in
the conception of capital and
profit in the neoclassical system. The
doctrine thn the rate of pro'fit corres-
ponds to the "marginal product of
capital" was propagated without in-
quiring what it was supposed to
mean. A whole prosperous profes-
sion has been busy for mare than

tribution of purchasing power amon-
gst the families who derive their in-
comes from these "rewards" is dis-
cussed in ano,her chapter. It is
usually admitted in the orthodox
textbooks that inequalities ought to
be corrected but the main emphasis
is upon the proviso that interference
must not impair the delicate mecha-
nism of the market.

"Theory of the Finn"
I A LI!1t:rem appIJo:ltion of the prin-

ciple of etiiclency is tne notion Of a
competitive firm producing a given
output at minimum cost; here we art.
concerned not with physical resour·
ces but wIth expenses. Wage rates, tht-
rate of interest on borrowed finance,
and the pnces of equipment, materi-
als, power etc. all given by the
market; competition compels the in-
dividu:'ll se,ler to adopt the method
of production with the least expenses
per unit of output and keeps the
price of the commodity from rising
at50ve its cost. Here again the argu-
ment has a certain sphere of applica.
tion but it is hardly .adequate as the
"theory of the firm" for latter-day
capitalism. .

There was another layer in ortho-
dox theory which came from a diffe-
rent source. It was a garbed ver-
sion of Ricardo. Ricardo set out to
-find the principles which govern the
distribution of the produce of the
earth between the classes of society,
"the proprietor of the land, the
owner' of the stock or oapital neces-
sary for its cultivation and the
labourers by whose industry it is cul-
tivated". This was turned into
a theory of distribution bet-
ween the factors of produc-
tion, land, labour and capital.
These are factors in quite a different
sense from those in the "scarce re-
sources" argument. The capital
which receives 'a "reward" is not a
blast furnace or a stock of copper
already in existence. It is a fund of
finance whiCh om be invested in the
physical equipment and work in pro-
gress appropriate to some line of pro-
duction. When the investment is
successful, the business gradually re-



On the other consist of lists 'of physi-
cal items. These physical specifica-
tions cannot tell us the prices or rates
of exchange between commoditJes.
(There are n equ<ltions for n pro-
ducts and n-I prices). Nor can
they tell us' how net output is shared
between wages and profits.

Now let u; suppose tl1at "prices of
production" obtain in this economy,
with a uniform rate of profit~ Con-
ceptually (not, of course, in real life)
the rate of profit ,nay be anything
between zero (~hen wages absorb
the whole net product) and the m1-
ximum that would obtain if wages
were zero. Consider how prices and
the value of the stock of capital be-
have ,as the rate of prcYfit is notion-
ally varied. If the special conditions
required for labour-value prices ob-
tain-the capital I:1bour ratio is iden-
tical for all products-then there is
one pattern of prices that is indepen-
dent of the nte of profit; (At every
rate of profit, "prices of production"
are prop'Ortional to labour values.

. The relative prices of commodities
an proportional to the labour-time
required to produce them and the va-
lue of capital is governed by the "la-
bour embodied" in physical equip-
ment and stocks. In the general
case relative prices vary with the
rate of pwfit. Products for which
the ratio of the value of capital to
the wage bill is higher than the ave-
rage at one rate of profit, will show a
rise in price relatively to the average
when the rate of profit is higher,
and contrarywise. (The "transfor-
mation of values into pric~" was
nothing to make such a fuss about.)

This is ,3 sketch (not an exact
statement~ of the formal demonstra-
tion that a "quantity of capital" has
n'O meaning apart from the rate of
pro'fit.

The marginal productivity argu-
ment, however, does not rely upon a
single set of technical relations. The
essential point 'for the neo-neoclassics
was substitution between labour and
capital. In the "scarce resources"
cass;., if more land becomes available
to a given labOur force, output per
head goes up. Similarly, they main-
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tained, with more "capital" (without
any change in technical knowledge)
output per head would rise, while,.the
"marglllal product of ~pital" and
the rate of profit would fall. Sraffa's
argument goes on to show that, when
a variety of techniques are compar-
ed, a lower rate of profit may be as-
soci,ated with a lower level of output
per head just as well a~ with a higher
level.

Parable·
Ihls was rather shocking. At first

the ne'O-neoclassicals sought refuge
in a parable. If "capital" . Wt;re
made of some homogeneous and
malleable substance such as putty,
physical equipment would be just
I1ke fin.:lJ1ce. A business is continual-
ly recovering finance invested in one
physical form from am'Ortisatioll al-
lowances, and may reinvest it in
otner forms. Simil,arly putty-capital'
can be remoulded at Will. Indeed,
putty is more c'Onvenient than fin-
ance, for finance has t'O submit to
risk and is rec'Overed only over a pe-
riod of time, while putty-capital, in
the parable, can be instantaneously
adjusted whenever there is a change
in the state of demand. The prob-
lems concerned with getting into equi-
libnum and, indeed, the whole prob-
lem of historical time, moving from
an irrevocable past into an uncertain
future, is left out of the story.

A more subtle line of defence was
to confine the argument t'O the case
of labour-value prices (though, of
course a neo-neoclassical would not
put it like that) so that a higher va-
lue of capital is necessarily associat-
ed with a higher output per head.
Next, a sally was made to try to
prove Sraffa wrong in the general
case. At last the conspiracy of si-
lence was broken. In 1966 (in the
so-called res witching debate) a flood
of mathematical argument oame in
from England, Italy, Japan, Indi.a and
Israel. The neo-neoclassics had to
admit that Sraffa was right. But:

He who is convinced against his
will

Is of the same opinion still.

Formal Argument
The f'Ormal argument is just a

formal argument but it opens up
questions of the gre1test importance.

It destroys the presumption that
the rate of prcYfit measures the con-
tribution of investment to national
income (Jet alone to human welfare).

It exposes the fact that the ortho-
dox school have failed to answer Ri- ,
card'O's question. Indeed, they do
not have a theory of distribution at
all.

It oalls in question the benefit to
r

society of "economic growth" which
consists mainly of the accumulation
of capital by the great corporations
under their own control and for their
own purposes. ("What is good for
Gener,al Motors is good for the Unit-
ed States".)

It throws a new light on the mean-
ing of the "exp'Ort of capital" which
is wpposed to be a benefit to so-
called developing countries.

Indeed, it requires a radi01l recon-
sideration of all the slogans of ortho-
doxy, as they apply t'O capitalist in-
dustry ,and, till more as they have
been foisted upon the so-called deve-
loping econ'Omies.

The transformation of values into
prices is also a purely formal argu-
ment. The question which lies be-
hind it concerns the manner in which
a capitalist economy operates. Does
the rate of exploitation dominate the
rate of profit? That is, does the
balance of power in bargaining
between employers and workers deter-
mine the share of wages in net
proceeds, Or is it rather the re-
quirements of· profits that determine
wha t is reft 'Over for wages from a
given level of physical output?

The wage bargain is made in terms
of money. Marx once argued (in
Value, Pr1ice and Profit) th31 strong
trade unions can raise real wages and
squeeze profits to any extent. We kn'Ow
now, far instance in th~ UK, that
they can sometimes squeeze pro'fits a
little bit for a little time, but, in the
main, rises in money-wage rates are
offset by rising prices (percentage ...
gross profit margins vary very much
less than the level of money-wage
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vides for the more compliant among
the more useful of its members, while
lamenting all the time the fact that
he is merely an intellectual, not an
organisation man.

A second posture of the intellectual
is to say that nothing can ever be
achieved by any individu,al. It is
the revolutionary party that matters.
But, alas, there is no true revolutio-
nary party. The parties that are
there are all set in incorrect paths
Or have moved away from the revolu-
tionary goal. As ,a result there is no
party which the intellectual can join.
And as he is not a party member and
therefore quite useless, it does not
matter after all what he does in his
professional field. This once again
leaves the intellectual free to ride the
curve of maximum efficiency to the
fulfilment of his prof~ssional
ambitions.

The resultant state of affairs is that
leftism for ,the left intellectual is some-
thing like a hobby in gardening or an
amateur interest in music. The point
we are making .j.s not about his
degree of sincerity: that in any case
would vary from person to person.
The point is that it is n'Ot a part and
parcel of his life as an intellectual.
He makes two compartments in his
intellectual life. In one compart-
ment he is a Marxist ; in the other a
pro'fessional intellectual or academi- -
dan, just like any other professional -.

Ie. E. Felguson, The Neoclassical
Theory of Produc4iOn and Distribu-
tion, p. xvii.

tractive. Yet the position is preoa-
rious. Students have grown restive.
In the United States the latest de7
fender of orthodoxy is reduced to de-
claring that "placing reliance upon
neoclassical theory is :;t matter of_
faith."l The professioh' in India
would be wisc to cut the tow-rope
before the leading ves'Sel 'gets into
trouble. -

THE left Intellectual in India
de'fines himself primarily by his

bad conscience. The typical mem-
ber of the tribe suffers from a sense
of guilt for not doing anything of
what he thinks he ought to do. This
brings out ,two things. The first is
that the Left Intellectual has got a
sensitive conscience. The second is
that he lacks any active commitment
as an intellectual.

One of the typical postures which
the left intellectual likes to adopt is
to say that' as a matter of fact there is
nothing for an intellectual to do in the
struggle for bringing about a social
revolution. What was necessary were
men with rifles. One had to be a
guerilla 'fighter to serVe the cause of,
revolution. If not a guerilla fighter
at least a trade union leader or.a
Kisan Sabha leader. But one is
fallen ,and has become a mere intellec-
tual. The guilt complex regarding
this imagined sin allows the intellec-
tual to behave totally irresponsibly:
the alibi is, once fallen one cannot fall
any more. It is the same psychology
which makes a woman 'Once violated
give up all inhibitions and 'all res-
traints. "Having lost chastity once
I cannot recover it nOr lose it a
second time. What does it matter
what I do now?" The left intellec-
tual builds up his career and leads a
comfortable private life thanks to the
bounties which bourgeois society pro-
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the ,prospect of a chance of being
brain-drained to the United, States.
The Ind1an intellectual tradition of
high-flown abstraction lends itself
very well to elabor.ating a scheme of
thought that sounds as though it
had some meaning in spite of ,a total
absence of empirical context; a num-
ber of Indian professors have dis-
tinguished themselves as stars in the
neo-neoclassical gallaxy. Moreover,
the economic problems are daunt-
ing ; escapism that can be made to
look respectable is bound to be at-

Role Of The Left Intellectual
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rates). In a general histodcal sense,
obviously, the social, political and
economic forces that determine the
workers' bargaining power are of do-
minant im'portance, but from day to
day in the private-enterprise system
profits have the upper hand.

The theory of profits which is cal-
ledi Keynesian really derives from Ka-

- lecki (Keynes did not interest him-
self very much in the problem of dis-
tribution). It belongs to that P'lrt
of Marx's scheme which is concerned
with the "realisation of surplus va-
lue". The capitalists clearly could
not get any profit out of selling com-
modities on which no mon> was being
sE.ent than the wages earned in pro-
ducing them. Thc receipts to cover
overheads ,and profit must come from
other sources. The wage bill for in-
vestment and rentier expenditure
(out of rents, interest, distributed
profits and realised capital gains)
come back through the shops to co-
ver the elements of gross profits in
sales. "The workers spend what they
get and the capitalists get' what they
spend".

An important coroilary of this way
of working at things is that the pro-
per functi,on of profits in' ,a capitalist
economy is tQ be saved and invested.
Expenditure out of "unearned in-
come" (as the tax collectors neatl)
describe it) merely raises pro'fits at
the expense of real wages without
contributing to production. ,

Another corollary is of the utmost
importance in understanding the "fis-
cal crisis" of the modern state; gov-
ernment outlay (which has the same
effect as capitalist investment) redu-
ces real wages even if the whole 1ll-

crement of expenditure is covered by
taxes on profits. Capitalists do the
saving but the burden of 'abstinence'
does not fall on them.

" The hollow doctrines of the neo-
neoc1assics have a great vogue in
India; they have been highly suc-
cessful in distracting Indian students
from studying Indian problems. Un-
critical acceptance of them is, no
doubt, largely due to the fact that
they' come with all the glamour and
prestige of the dollar, not to mention



intellectual Or academician in the
same field; that is a bourgeois in-
tellectual. The second' compartment
brings him money, fame ,and success;
the first is meant to keep him in good

. humour in relation to his conscience.
In most cases the leftism of the left
intellectual' expresses itself in no more
than forming' along with, some collea-
gues in the same situation ,a Marx
club which rapidly -turns into a
comfortable and smug tea club.
These must be ver~ few if any Marx
clubs in the coul{try that have resulted
in the development of any new ideas.

Yet there cannot be any doubt that
there are several important roles
which the left intellectual can play.

"To begin with, it is just not possi-
ble to be part-time Marxist or in part
Marxist. The philosophical totali-
tarianism of Marxism does not permit
of ,any such compartmentalisation of
a personality. Left intellectualism
ought only to mean leftism in one's
intellectual life. The description 'left
intellectual' ought to be reserved for
one who is a leftist in his in-
tellectual field. Leftism in one's
professional field can be judged and
defined in terms of the following four
criteria.

(,a) the choice of subjects the in-
tellectual studies ;

(b) the scientific methods he
follows in his studies ;

(c) his professional relations in
the professional world ;

(d) his relation as an intellectual
with the rest of the society.

Choice, of Subjects
There is nothing in the choice of

subjects o'f the left intellectual in
India thai demarcates him 'from the
non-left intellectual. There may be
a few professional lfields where there
might not be any means of making ,a
leftist or rightist choice of subjects.
Thus, if,one is working in the field of
mathematics or medicine or astrophy-
sics there is no means of proving one's
leftism by the choice of one's subject.
But in the social sciences one demons-
trates by the choice of one's subjects
one's sodal values; and by the
method of treating them, one's un-
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derstanding of the nature of social
problems .. The artist and the writer
also reveal their ,attitude to man,
.society, and the world through the
choice of their subjects and their
treatment of the subject, though ad-
mittedly it is not always easy to
distinguish different degrees of leftism
in works of art. The lack of any ex-
prcssion of one's ideological
convictions in the left intellectual's
professional wode in India is an
indication Of his failure to imbibe
the ideology as to absorb it in his
very system of thought. Marxism
remain in his thought and works like
an extra piece of baggage in the free
allowance category. It does not make
its presence felt anywhere in the work
the intellectual does to advance or at
least retain his position in his pro-
fessional field. .

Take the particular case of ecorlo-
mics. Given the importance attached
to political economy in Marxism,
given the importance attached by
Marx to the economic aspect of all
social questions, economics as ,a sub~
ject attracts left-minded students and
there is a significantly high propor-
tion of leftists among Our economists.
However it is difficult to discover
much of Marxism in the work done
by these professional economists or
the economics taught by them. It is
a fact that there are very' few, if any,
comprehensive Marxian studies of the
Indian economy and society. It is
a fact that most of the more thorough-
going studies of .the Indian economy
are by authors from Western coun-
tries. It is also a fact that in the few
pieces Of empirical research on the
Indian economy that any Leftist
Indian economist might have done
there is very little that can be pointed
out as application of any Marxian
method.

In his social relations in his field of
work the left intellectual often plays a
leading role in trade-union type of
activities-in the organisations and
associations for defending the interests
of teachers and research workers. It
is very rarely however that he ever
devotes his energies to influencing the
orientation of the institution in which

he works in a leftist sense. Making
a virtue of economism and anti-autho-
ritarianism for its own sake, his ener-
gies mostly get devoted to making
himself and his research workers work
less well even in fields where there are
possibilities of working in such a
fashion as to contribute to the leftist
cause. There are few 'if any social
science departments in our univer-
sities where left-minded teachers have
worked for the replacement from the
syllabus of stuff they consider to be
bourgeois rubbiSh by matter they
consider to be the real essence of the
science. Similarly, in the very large
number of research institutions that
have been set up large number of left-
minded social scientists are pursuing
a peaceable, pseudo-scientrfic career
though many of them occupy leading,
decision-making positions. It is very
rarely that ~heY'have taken advantage
0'£ their positions in making use of the
resources that they are in a position
to command to conduct any serious
investigations from a Marxian stand-
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ment of problems-partial in coverage
as well as partial in viewpoints ex-'
pressed. A co-ordinated, loosely
planned effort by a group of intellec-
tuals can howevel' give rise to a •
continuous stream of writing, cover-
ing various aspects of the. same pro- ~
blems :and various ,viewp0ints clashing
with each other, thus helping the rea-
der to form his own judgment.

As soon a:;:it comes to collective
effort the typical intellectual faces or
creates a special problem. Being an
individualist-an int~llectual cannot
but, be somewhat of an individualist,
for if he does not think and react in- _
dividually he is not an intellectual, he
is at the most a member of the 1n

,telligentsia-at the best of times he
'finds it difficult to act as a member of
any group. The difficulties are
apparently mOre acute now, for what
does after all "left" signify today? A
little reflection would however show
that whatever the multiplicity of
parties, the great dividing line today
is between those who believe in future
possibilities of the parliamentary path
and those who believe in the necessi-
ty of armed struggle. The choice
is certainly not so sharp on an' all-
India level ; but it is very much so in
certain regions, in particular in West'
Bengal. There is little possibility of
any serious collective effort in any
matter by left intellectuals belonging
to the two sides of this dividing line.
But for the kind of collective effort
spoken of it is enough that the intel-
lectuals so working as a loose team
belong to the left of that line. This
demarcation is narrow enough for the
team to have a certain focus, yet
broad enough to allow of fruitful
controversies.

Our agent at Alipurduar

Mr SUBHAS BOSE,

Newtown Library,
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knowledge and information. There
is a task for the left intellectual that
is not being done at all. It is neces-
sary for the lay public in general, but
more particularly for the radical
young man Or student, that current
social and economic problems are
analysed, interpreted and written
for their benefit by people who are
competent to do so in a language
that is shorn of the heavy techlllcali-
ties and yet not simplifying the issues
involved to the point of falsifying
them. The young radical student
encounters such terms as "feudalism"
and "imperialism" and "crisis of capi-
talism" etc., but he may be studying
chemistry Or engineering or Bengali.
In the good old days, the young as-
pirant Marxists had the benefit of
going to classes organised by party
intellectuals. It is true that the
knowledge rationed out in those
classes used to be encased in the rigid
and dogmatic framework of Stalinist
orthodoxy. But despite that severe
handicap these classes at least
familiarised the students with the fun-
damental categories Of Marxian his-
tory, sociology and political science.
Even this facility. is lacking for the
students of today. The absence of
such organised study classes with
rigid stereotyped syllabi can be put to
advantage by the left intellecual of
today. For it gives him a freedom
of interpretations not available to the
teachers of the study classes of earlier
days.

Collective Action
We might have given the impres-

sion that the left intellectual has to
act individually. But actually there
is plenty of scope for collective action.
The last mentioned task in particular,
that of acting as conveyor of infor-
mation and interpreter regarding the
events and changes taking place in
the world around, can be successfully
performed only If a group of ldt
intellectuals from the social sciences
work together as a loosely formed
team. Unless there is some team-
work, anyone individual's effort
would result in sporadic and disjoin-
ted writings involving partial, treat-

point into problems affecting society.
Even when participating in any such
progra~me of investigations without
:any Marxist orientation it is not on
record that their leftist ideology made
them contribute t6 the programme in
qualitatively superior fashion in com-
parison with their non-left colleagues.
It is tar this proved innocuousness
that the Indian establishment is not
only tolerant of but positively patro-
nising to the left intellectual. It
knows that he is a dog that barks but
does n01tbite.

Coming now to his relation with
the people at large, the left intellec-
tual finds it easy not to take any
strong stand on any issue of public
interest by using the formula,
"What does the stand Of an
individual matter? What do matter
are the positions taken by the
parties". Whatever role the mystique
of the infallibility of the "party" might
have ,played at other times in other
countries, the multiplic;ity of parties
each claiming to be Marxist and
revolutionary is so great now that
"the Party" has ceased to mean any-
thing. There is therefore every need
and every justification for intellectuals
to take stands on issues, even indivi-
dually if necessary, so that the un-
committed public at large can get a
better understanding of the issues in-
volved as well as a better apprecia-
tion of the stands taken or policies
pursued by differed political parties.

But the primary role of the intellec-
tual-we have in mind in particular
the social scientist-vis-a-vis the
non-intellectual but literate masses
is that of the conveyor, interpreter
and propagator of knowledge and in-
formation about various aspects of the
world and society. In :any kind of
movement there has to be a division
of labour and one has to choose one's
role according -to one's comparative
advantage. The intellectual's com-
parative advantage lies in the field of
knowledge. There are few times and
few situations, even in the thickest
middle of actual battle-Viet-
nam is no exception-that one
can do without some peo-
ple occupying themselves with
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nue to pay it my loyalty. This was a
matter of self-respect and of a deep-'
er faith in the values of our civiliza-
tion. What else, aftet all, could I be
loyal to? But it would be a loyalty
despite, not a loyalty because, a
loyalty of principle, not of identifica-
tion. And whatever reciprocation it
evoked, could never be one based on
a complete understanding." (Italics
mine)

The harsh intellectuality of Kennan
is Helgelian. I am alienated from
my country, he said in effect, because
I am trying to be de-alienated from
the Idea, the Principle which is sup-'
posed to be behind it and from which
it has alienated itself. It is an inter-
esting piece of logic. But somehow
I found Kennan's analysi~ too inteIlec-

- tual, too dry, lacking the sap _of
concrete experience of a returning
native.

What none of the above writers
describe is that mixture o'f feelings
that can be experienced only by an
outsider who is also an insider, a mix-
tur~ that lends a ,distinctive colour
to his perception. It is a process
rather than a product, but it evapo-
rates quickly, as your native environ-
ment from which you have detached
yourself slowly establishes control.

In the first few days of' renewed
physical contact with the world in
which you were born and brought up,
you see things differently, as if with
a third eye which dims and 'finally
closes as you become again a part of

• I •
YOur natIve enVIronment. -

SOOn after my arrival in New Delhi,
I met an anthropologist, an old 'friend
of mine, and described my feelings to
him as weIl as I could. He advised
me to write ,down my experiences
quickly before they disappeared.
Time and cultural space, he said, have
a way of rubbing away the sharp-
ness of first impressions of one who
can be caIled: a native stranger. I
foIlowed his advice partially. As. I '
look over my notes, which are spotty
and disorganized, I regret that I did
not spend more time on writing a
diary. I present below a few ex-.
cerpts from my diary which captures, _
I think, that strange but refreshing _

speak, in your own juice of intellec-
tual separateness-and let's be honest
about it, you enjoy this make-believe
world of Trishanku.

A far better description of the re-
turning native was given by an Ameri·
can writer. Nathaniel Hawthorne
wrote what may be described as a
good epitaph :ifor an expatriate:
"The years, after all, have a kind of
emptiness when we spend too many
of them on a foreign shore. We
defer the reaiIty of life, in such cases,
until future moment, when we shall
again breathe our native air; but,
by and by, there are no future mo-
ments ; or if we do return, we find
that the native air has lost its invigo-
rating quality, and that life shifted
its reality to the spot where we have
deemed ourselves only temporary
residents. Thus, between two coun-
tries, we have nOne at all, or only
that little space of either in which we
finaIly lay down our discontented
bones."

The problem with this kind of
attitude is that it assumes two coun-.
tries, and living in both-in one in
body, in the other in soul. In the.
case of Indians, passing their lives in
the twilight era of Western colonia-
lism, this kind of living in two coun.
tries is opportunistic. To be frank,
you live in the West for physical com-
fort and for little else, but since it
does not sound proper to admit this
openly, you make up some ideology,
some value-judgment, add some nos-
talgia, and rationalize your way of
life for public consumption.

Another variety of expatriate men-
tality is harsh, inteIlectual isolation.
George Kennan expressed this admi-
rably in his Memoirs. After a visit
to his Wisconsin hometown, Kennan
wrote: "I Came away from the
Summer's visit aware that I was no
longer a part of what I had once been
a part of-no longer, in fact, a part
of anything, at all ... 1 would not be a
part of my country ... I would contj-
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Returning Homef.

HOW does an Indian feel return-
ing to' his homeland after having

lived in the West for several years?
The . ret~rning' native, in .many

cases, cannot adequately answer the
question. If he is inarticulate, he
keeps his thoughts to himself and
behaves as his particular situations
demand. If h~ is articulate, he may
be afraid to express his feelings com-
pletely and honestly, without giving in
to hostility Or nostalgia.

If he is a political ideologist, he
selects his thoughts and packs them
in neat bundles, and then, puts stic-
kers on them. If he views himself as
a hometown boy who has made good,
he struts like a peJcook and hides
his thoughts behind his plumed
behaviour.

Si~ce I did not fit into any of these
categories, I found it hard to describe
my feelings when I returned home
after having spent 'five years in the
U.S. The desire to pose as an Angli-
cized intellectU31 was tempting. But
I never felt like an expatriate as some
gifted writers like Ved Mehta or
Naipaul did. In any case, whatever
my feelings, I wanted to share them
with my countrymen rather than pac-
kage them for selling abroad. I felt
little kinship with angry, bitter intel-
lectuals like Frantz Fanon, who saw
the world in clear, sharp, simple
colours of Black and White.

I sought assistance from other, to
my mind, inore acceptable sources.
Nehru, I remembered, once described
himself as "belonging to two .worlds,
at home nowhere." I had heard this
phrase described as a succinct sum-
mary of the psychological condition
of the Westernized intellectual in
India. I must confess ,that I myself
had once liked the phrase. Yet when
I looked at it closely, I found that
it did not say as much as it pretended
to. It is a statement of an intellec-
tual posture which is not only con-
descending to both worlds, but worse,

:;j it feeds on itself. You stew, so to
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, but it is not chaos. There is an ar-
der behind apparent disarder, a
pattern knitting a jumble of lines.

If there is a sort of order amidst
disorder, I thought) it was not de-
liberately planned. The, arder in.
daily lives which exists is af the
nature af a happening, an emergence.
There is a v~tality and ingenuity in
individual adaptations to increasing
disorder in the material world which
I found both fascinating and
distressing.

You have to be alert and inven-
tive to' live in the untidy Indian
world. Inventiveness as a feature of
intelligence does not necessarily take
the form of making machines. :V
may take the less tangible forms af
adaptation to' a changing environment.

While acknowledging this I also
thought, what a waste - The indivi- .
dual ingenuities, displayed every day
in mastering materigl hazards, are
being dissipated. Indian life is dis-
orderly, hut at the same time, Indians
are hardy and ingenious. The very
fact of their survival praves this
simple fact. But their hardiness and
their ingenuity are individualistic,
self-centred. A friend' of mine once
admiringly looked at a traffic palice-
man directing traffic in 100-degree
heat and exclaimed, "Who says we
are weak and lny? Imagine these
people getting organized, for a pur-
pose. They can mave mountains I"
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seemed never to end.
The taxi ride from Palam to' the

Delhi Schaal of Economics was
exciting. I'd travelled this raad be-
fore, but missed noticing how fragile
mast of the taxi-cabs -were. The
seats of the taxi-cab were stained,
linings hung out like cobwebs, wires
peeped out from under the dash
boards. I could hear the creakings
and groanings as the car sped along.

The driver,. a young man in his
early twenties, wore a shirt, the smell
of which even the strongest perfumes
of Arabia could not suppress. He
and his companion were nO' less clean
and healthy than the vehicle. And
yet, this is the impartant thing, the car
moved and the driver was quite skil-
ful. We passed pedestrians, motar
cycles, pedal cycles, other cars (in
different stages of decompositian)
and it appeared that they all enjoyed
infringing traffic rules. There is an
air of disarder and disarganizatian
all araund. And vet, this is impor-
tant. I repeat, things maved-like
driftwaod, fallowing a tide with
numerous eddies.

As I laoked around, a quotatian
'fram Nirad Chaudhuri's The Conti-
nent of Circe came to mind.
"Occidentals", Chaudhuri wrote.
"come from a clean and tidy material
world in which dirt, squalor, and
disarder are sins. But I declare
everyday that a man who cannot en-
dure dirt. dust, stench, noise, ugli-
ness, disorder, heat. and cald has 1'0' Calcutta
right to'live in India.". Still struggling to labsorb impres-

I had been used to a "clean and sions which are flying at me from all
tidy m3terial world" for aver five directions. The world in which I
years. But, believe me, I had alsO' find myself is the same old warld in

-seen dirt, squalor and disorder in which I was braught up. But it
American slums and ghettoes. I did seems so alive. This is perhaps an
not find dirt or disorder unenduraPJe illusion. I am mare alive; I rim
in New Delhi But cerfainly they seeing things with a thousand eyes,
were striking, they made their pre- ,_ like an Indra. My perceptions are
sence felt. sharper. I natice things I neglected:

Simultaneously, two thaughts came befare. Stimuli bombard me like an
to' my mind. Peaple gO' from one incessant series of pellets.
place to anather. Accidents are few There are maments when little in-
and the wonder of it all is that they canveniences_ peeve me. TO' do
are sa 'few. Taxi-cabs look like little things such as visiting friends or -
makeshit1t machines; and: ~they run shoppin~ requires planning, if I want
like wooden horses on a merry-go- to avoid physical incanveniences such
round, as it were. There is disarder, as crowded buses. Simple daily
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way of looking at things, which es-
capes one who has never been abroad
and is denied· to a foreigner who has
never been an integral part of the
Indian enviranment.

Palam
The 707 jet landed in the midst

af a downpour. The rain became a
drizzle as we- prepared to step off the
plane. A few hours ago I had been
over Europe. The change in scenery
is remarkable. Empty, damp, mouldy
green around the airport, unkempt,
untidy. Signs of poverty visible,
even fram the descending plane, in
isalated huts fram which thin wisps
of smoke curled upwards. As I
began to step down fram the plane,
the heat and the overhanging clouds
seemed to envelop me like a blanket.
I felt as if I were entering a huge
sauna bath.

The Customs afficials did nat create
any probfem at all. I caught the
glint af greed in the eyes af an
afficial as he picked up and fondled
a watch I had bought in Zurich for
(,my niece. I declared! everything I
was carrying, and quipped,: "I
wauld like to' test whether honesty is
the best policy." The inspection af
my luggage was over in five minutes.
A pleasant surprise.

But the unpleasant aspects of
Indim life lay in wait far me. They
pounced upon me as soon as I left
the Custams counter. The Super-
visor af the Customs at Palam kindly

'offered me the use of his telephane
so that I could call my friends, none
af wham, I found to my distress, had
appe3red to receive me at the airport.
The reason for their delinquency?
They did not receive my letter ainnai-
led from San FranciscO' eight days
agO'. I had a shrewd suspicion that
the Supervisar let me use his phone
because he had noted the name of
my Delhi host an my disembarkation
card-he is the joint secretary of I a
Ministry.

I tried unsuccessfully to call my
friends far' over half an haur. Every
time I picked up the phone the line

- was bl(sy. I heard th~ droning,
_ desultary pieces 0''£ canversation which
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somewhere an same persanal errand.
A wizened: , 'Old twoman~laaking

almost like my mather-enters a Pun-
jabi hotel and lasks plaintively,
"Babu, is there a spare roti for me ,
The restaurant 'Owner says something
and she quietly leaves the place.

A cripple, a palia patient, an the
faotpath of Rashbehari Avenue\ being
fed by her mather. Both talking.
Mather wiping the corner of son's
mouth after a mauthful.

Away on Park street, the Olympia
Bar is full. Bar Barrel, a new addi-
tion to Calcutta's garish night life,
hosting a rock and roll group. They
are comic imitatians of American rack
groups. In Kwality and Waldarf,
all the tables are occupied. In frant
'Of these rendezvaus of the elites hover
riff-raff urchins and adults in rags
warking frantically as ,middle men far
taxis. I can detect faint traces 'Of
leer around the mouths of a couple 'Of
young men in tight, uncuffed trousers
as they watch girls crassing the
street.

How, I wander, can an Indian re-
concile these contradictory sensa-
tions ,- If he is well-off, that is, if he
can afford ta visit restaurants an4
bars an Park Street, he has ta wade
through aCres and acres 'Of poverty
and human misery. How daes he
recancile the scene outside with that
inside these aircanditianed havens?
It is as if a Burra Sahib drives thraugh
the 'native' quarters to reach his club
which is segregated. The psychalagy,
it seems ta me, is little different from
that of the white calanizers.

The cantradictians, I suggest, are
recanciled with a philosophical sleight
of hand. Take up a spiritual warld
view or a comic view of the warld
as absurd in which the reality of the
present and the near, dissalves.

Here, indeed, yau find the philasa-
phy of paverty and the poverty af
philasophy, joining ha·nd in hand, in \
a supreme synthesis I
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Is there a laneliness in -the deep
recesses 'Of the Bengali heart, I wan-
der. Laneliness, same American and
Eurapean writers .say, has afflicted
Western life. But Bengali laneliness,
if there is 'One, is 'Of a different kind.
Americans are lanely because the sa-
cial base 'Of their life has shrunk. As
they grow up, they detach themselves
'fram their parents, aunts, brothers,
sisters. Annual exchanges 'Of cards
at Christmas are 'Often the only link
with the larger family. They live in
what -anthrapalagists call a nuclear
family. And, this taa is breaking up.
The competitive saciety has created
a situation where an American is
forced ta fall back up an himself.
Alone and afraid in a world I never
made, as the rhyme says. His hame
or apartment is a castle where he lives
in a state 'Of siege.

Bengalis are lonely for a different
reasan. They are lanely because
they cannat share all their thoughts
with members 'Of the family ta wham
they are baund by strong affective ties.
Here is a ~p which cannat be ex-
plained by the silpple Western can-
cept 'Of generatian gap. But, there
is a gap, I assume, and this may be
due ta an inconsistency in Bengali
sacial relatianship. The very prin-
ciple 'Of relatianship which shapes
sacial band alsa inhibits self -expres-
sian. A Bengali has, therefare, ta
'find far himself an inner warld where
he maves freely and adventurously.
This warld, I suppase, is full 'Of me-
maries, desires, and dreams. It is
like a great cavern where as yau call
out, yaur vaice echaes back in a
steady rall.

Is this the reason, I wonder, why
Bengalis have been so furiausly crea-
tive-in writing poems, stories, novels,
in making films, staging plays, in
music and in painting, and, ah yes,
even in political adventurism ?

Snapshots
Near Sauthern Avenue, a four-

year-old child halding on her lap a
child abour a year old-both crying
alaud. The alder child trying to calm
the little one, but not succeeding.
Their mother has apparently gone

\
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Roof WatcLing
Th.e sky has cleared after a drizzle.

It is late afternaan. As I laak aut
raaf-watchers appear all araund my
third ·flaar apartment. I had been a
roaf-watcher in the past, but this is
the first time I naticed myself enga-
ging in this great middle-class pastime
in urban Calcutta. Peaple leaning
against rails watch pedestrians an the
streets, and then· lift their eyes and
watch other raaf-watchers. Yaung
girls demure in their saris, gangling
teenagers singing a film sang, fatherly
and grandfatherly types, sombre like
Buddha,. salemnly pacing up and
dawn, inspecting the flaar naw and
the darkening sky the next mament,
as if bent on salving a difficult mathe-
matical equatian.

c.hares require advance planning.
Life seems ta be a series 'Of five-year

, plans. I am 'Often on the paint 'Of
lasing my temper, but then, quickly
cantrol my imp~lses. And, as I da

- sa, I sudqe~ly realize why we are sa
patient 'by temperament. The simple
truth is th~t ta us the alternative ta
patience' is hostili1y, which will either
des tray us individually 'Or the warld
in which we live. The patience is, it
seems ta me, as existential as hastility
which is a passibilHy at the ather pale
'Of a continuuIJ:l 'Of behaviaur.

Caming back ta the theme 'Of
patience. It appears sa charming in
an Indian, but is it nat a simple act
9f self-defence, And, can we de-
pend an patience as an eternal fea-
ture 'Of the Indian posture, Assum-
ing it has been the daminant charac-
teristic 'Of the Indian persanality, is it
an unchanging, unmixed entity,

It is better, perhaps, ta laak at this
patience in palar terms. At the ather
pole is hastility. The average Ben-
gali character seems ta be lacated at
the patience extreme 'Of a cantinuum.
Suppage the needle shifts ta the ather
extreme, then what happens? It
is nat frequently that a Bengali re-
mains in the centre, that is ta say,
mixes patience with hostility. Viable
revalutianaries, I suppase, 'stay at
this paint 'Of the Sacra tic gal den
mean.



The Theatre Scene
In Delhi

ASHOK DESHPANDE

LIKE many things else in India
the theatre shows a wide dis..

parity in achievement and develop-
ment in the different regions where
it is not altogether unknown. In
Delhi it has some special features-
it is basically a nurtured theatre en-
joying patronage and help from above
which come to it not only because
it is near the centres of power and
money but also because it is consider-
ed a useful vehicle for the uplift and
spread of Hindi. What is noteworthy
is the keenness it has displayed in
absorbing the stylistic exercises of
theatres in India and abroad, and the
use it has made of the facilities the
various limbs of a benign Govern-
ment shower on it. The Delhi
theatre presents the phenomenon of
a hothouse plant which has no roots
and yet grows, spreading branches
and attractive flowers.

It would be surprising if it were
not so and the Delhi theatre had some-
thing less to show. With the facilities
and the patronage, and an affluent
elite hell bent on culture for an au·
dience, the enthusiasts can afford to
concentrate on dramati<; and pro-
ductional niceties with undivided
zeal and attention and without undue
worry about resources, financial and
otherwise. N or are gifted practi.
tioners in short supply. There is of
course no other place which offers a
greater prospect of fame and other
benefits to culture aspirants than
Delhi. Inevitably there is a steady
supply of potential playwrights,
actors and technicians in search of the
abundant plums. And even if, for
any particular production, available
talent is not considered adequate, aid
borrowed from abroad need not al-

...Fays be too difficult to arrange. For
instance, the National School of
Drama (why this institution is call-
ed the National instead of the Hindi

• School' of ·Drama is difficult to ex-
• plain since the medium of instruction

32

is Hindi and die plays produced by
it are also in Hindi) for two of its
recent prestigious productions- Hin-
di versions of two of Brecht's plays
--managed to get the services of two
eminent Brechtian experts from
abro'ad. With such a salubrious cli-
mate and favourable circumstances
some of the productions of the Delhi
theatre could not very well be less
than excellent, as they indeed are.

The theatre in India has, in great-
er or less measure, to depend on
translations and adaptations, Indian
dramatic literature being what it is.
The Delhi theatre is no exception
and has indeed to depend on plays
written in other languages to a great.
er extent than other regional thea-
tres, Hindi dramatic literature being
what it is. 'What evokes admiration
is the manner in which the different
theatre groups in Delhi have turned
the dependence to advantage, and
have laid a foundation of theatrical
expertise. Good original plays in
Hindi may not be there in plenty but
probably in no other language in
India have SO many tnmslations been
made of plays written in other In-
dian languages. And also of Euro-
pean and American plays. Whatever
else it may suffer from, an acute
shortage of the basic ingredient of a
theatre is not one of its ailments.
The area of its ch~ice is comparative-
ly wide.

Unreal
How actually has the choice been

exercised? Looking back over the
plays produced by the established
and better known groups during the
last two or three years one is uncom-
fortably aware that, barring excep-
tions, the plays chosen seem to be
curiously unrelated to the reality of
the lives of the people around: What
seems to attract the groups when not
engaged in providing drawing-room
entertainment is either reported suc-
cess achieved elsewhere or the latest
innovatory techniques with, perhaps,
a preference for disembodied psycho-
logical wrestlings as theme or subiect.

'While inconsequential and dated
plays like The A:dmirable Crichton or
You can't ta.ke it with you or The
Sound of Murde1' have been fre-

quently chosen, an equal number o,f
plays by, say, Lorca or Beckett or
Wesker have also been chosen. Ap-.
parently anything goes from Charley's
Aunt to Rhinoceros. Of Indian plays
in other languages Vijay Tendulkar's
plays in Marathi and Ba:dill Sarkar's
plays in Bengali appear to be great
favourites as, in a 'lesser"degree, are
the plays in 'f'elugu of Adya Ranga.
charyya. Plays by others such as
Khanolkar's ip.teresting Marathi play,
Ek Shoonya Baji Rao or Madhu
Rye's involved Gujrati play Kisti
Ek Phonl Ka Nam' Lo have also
been successfully staged.

The choice in original .Hindi is,
as yet, severely limited but slowby
it is widening. Adhe Adhure by
Mohan Rakesh has deservingly been
acclaimed as a sort of breakthrough
in Hindi dramatic literature, Its
hr:illiantproduction by Dishan'tar
has also been a sort of landmark for
the Delhi theatre. It is the one play
in Hindi which touches the core of
reality in India and which at the
same time' displays considerable'vir-
tuosity in the craft of playwriting.
Other recently staged plays such as
L. N. Lal's Mr Abhimanyu or B. M.
Shah's Trisanku suffer greatly by com·
parison.

The Delhi theatre has not thus yet
acquired a form and a tradition ex-
cept in a negative sense. Not unex.
pectedly it has shown a bored indiffer.
ence to what Eric Bently calls th~
theatre of commitment. This has
not come from any conscious politi-
cal stand reflecti ng the Jan a Sanghi
climate of the city. It is .rather· are·
flection o·f the attitude the residents
inevitably develop-an attitude of
dissociation, bred of an artificial am,
bience of well being. It is true that
several of Brecht's plays have been
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NEW DELHI

The main trouble with the theatre
in Delhi is its unwillingness to ac-
knowledge the primary truth that a
the3tre has to acquire an audience.
For all its devotion to and knowledge
of plays and productions it just does
not seem to be aware that a theatre
will not start growing unless it grap-
ples 'with !he problem of inducing a
steady public to the box office. It
is on the cards that the Delhi theatre
will blissfully continue to remain un-
aware. Delhi induces the belief that
mOney buys everything. The theatre,
probably, thinks. that, if it comes to
that, it will buy its audience.

Business M:mager
Frontier

NOTICE

Somewhat similar was the approach
which Ebrahim Ham!d Alkazi, the
energetic director of the National
School of Dnp.na, brought to bear in
his direction of the Hindi version of
Badal Sarkar's play on the bombing
of Hiroshima. An enormous set with
all sorts of electronic and cinematic
devices represented the court-cum-
control room where the accused and
the victims sat in two raised plat-
forms backstage taking their turn to
come down to the witness box. To
what purpose and for whose benefit
the abundant resources were mobilis-
ed was not clear. Likewise it is not
clear what impelled the best known
college dramatic group in Delhi to
choose Mario Fratti's Cbe Guevara.
Armed revolution was obviously the
last thing in the mind of the glitter-
ing gathering which applauded the
excellent production.

produced-and produced remarkably r'

well. But in the productions the,
. perhaps, unconscious emphasis was on

the externals of Brechtian techniques
and visual pace... Brecht, in any case,
is a safe .proposition, having been
successfully appropriated by Western
countries ~ one of their darlings, and
thereby' rendered harmless.

Articles cannot be returned
unless accompanied by return
posta~e.
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BUT IF YOU ARE A MAN
FAMILY PLANNING IS A MUST!

don't practise
FAMILY PLANNING
lif you are a lion

It..

The number of lions in the country is
fast dwindling. EverybOdyis worried ...•
we want more lions in India.
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devices contribute much to the tempo
oT 'boistrous humour. Mabel's Dra-
matic career is a magnificient illus-
tration of Mabel Normand's comic
talents and it also offers us an in-
side-view of the conteIJlPorary film-
making. His Bread And Butter starts
off with funny antics of Hank Mann
as a restaurant waiter ending up with
a maddening chase-sequence. Mabel
Normand also stars in Mickey, the
story of a rustic tomboy trying to
adjust herself into an urban setting.
Although Mabel's acting is excellent,
yet the director has failed to interpret
the dramatic complications in visual
terms. Chaplin has been represented
by three shorts: Getting Acquainted,
A Woman and Police showing the
crystallization of his comedy techni-
ques and especially A Woman has
some bravura patches of Chaplin's
female impersonation. Laurel and
Hardy are also there with their funny

.bits. Two Tars and Big Business
where these two innocents entangle
themselves in a host oT absurd and
funny situations. But the gem of this
session must be Buster Keaton's The
General, a masterpiece of screen co-
medy. Set against the fiery back-
ground of the civil war, the film des-
cribes the exploits of Keaton, a sou-
thern railwayman, who has only "two
loves", his engine named "The Ge-
neral" and his fiancee Anabella.
When the northern spies steal the
engine and kidnap Anabella, Keaton
sees red and riding on another bor-
rowed engine chases the miscreants.
What follows is unadulterated fun
and Keaton's fast-moving improll1ptu
gags, controlled, spontaneous move-
ments add new _dimensions to the
whole show. Some of the sequences
really stand out, like the one with
Keaton riding on the front of the
engine with a piece of log on his lap
and his predicament when the wood
starts bouncing back and Keaton play-
ing tipcat and dislodging the wood.
His deadpan face is more erpressive

MRIGANKA SEKHAR RAY

THE silent era of the American
movies was a real treasure-

grove. The" grad",al rediscovery and
the reva·luation of this period confirm
the idea that the traditions of the
American silent cinem:?! have played
a genuine creative. role in the evolu-
tion of this visual art form. The
first onslaught (J'f sound did obliterate
much of the achievements of the si-
lent cinema, relegatipg those into the
background as obsolete museum-
p:;eces, but the achievements were
too solid to be forgotten. And from
time to time, film-makers have de-
rived inspiration and instruction from
these pioneering masters, as the
artists in other media have often
gone back to their primitive roots.
The silent period in American movies
is a glorious parade, a shining ca-
valcade of artistic brilliance. Recent-
ly a festival of American silent films
organised by the Federation of Film
Societies of India, Museum of Mo-
dern Art, and V.S.I.S. Calcutta fea-
turing much of the representative
works of the silent film-makers of
different genres, has been oT tremen-
dous impact on the film-enthusiasts
of Calcutta.
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Eloquent Silence

The Clowns
One of the purest forms of silent

cinema is the slapstick comedy evol-
ving a truly visual style. Drawing
much on vaudeville and pantomime,
the slapstick comedy relies on a com-
bination· of perfectly-timed visual
gags and rthymic cutting. There is
an elemeI1t of creative anarchy in
every film comedy oT this type, where
the artistic truth comes out of the
demolition of the organised structure
of situations and events. Mack Sen-
nett's films shown in this session are
superb examples of this sort of ins-
pired mayhem. Comrades, built on
the impersonation of an aristocrat ha~
a slightly Gogolian flavour and Mack
Sennett's performance as the disgrun-
tled companion and the fluid editing
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Ince was the first to polish the art ot
the Western, acting as a trend-setter.
The Deserter starts off as a love-
triangle and then acquires a larger
dimension running 'along the classi-
cal p.l:tern. Ince's film displays an
intimate knowledge of the Red Indian
setting and a deep. undustaning of
lhe;r problems. The construction is
simple but taut, cffective]y capturing
the visual spbndour and the dusty
ruggedness of the West. Ano~hcr of
the pioneers, Broncho Billy, infuses a
bit of fun into this to'ugh world, and
in the two films Broncho Billy's Cap-
ture and Shot in Mad, we have the
big, burly figure of Broncho -Billy as
the ~trong man with- a childlike inn~-
cence. He is a man Of tender heart,
a little shy with women, but quite at
ease with horses, and fights and
Shoot in Mad, a sort of light-hearted
version of Hart's The Toll Gate is
full of Billy's astounding feats. Tom
Mix was another important name in
this genre, a refined stuntman who
almost did all his tricks without a
double. His ,film Sky High has a
rather trite story, but one marvels at
the st:ggering bits of Mix's hair-
raising acrobatics. But the man who
has perfected the techniques of this
genre and raised it to the level of
great art is John Ford and his film
The Iron Horse describes the building
of American transcontinental railway
in an epic style. Ford's mobile ca-
mera, his handling of difficult move-
ments, the astonishing bui]d-up., of
the action sequences, his insight into
the simple nobility of the cO,mmon
people and a sense of rustic and ro-
bust comedy, all these ingredients
make this film a true representative
Of Ford's cre:ltive experiments. The
period atmosphere is authentic and
the majestic grandeur and the epic-
sweep of the film has rightly earned
it the title "An American Odyssy".

The Cowboys
Like the slapstick comedy, the

"Western" is another original Ameri-
can contribution to the world cinema.
The gradU3.1 westward thrust and the
consequent opening up of the new
prospects created new legends, new
myths and new heroes. As the co-
vered wagons trekked across the wild
west, confiicts and complexes arose,
clashes betwen the groups of the
prospectors, clashes with the Red
Indian world crumbling down before
the inroads of white men. Land and
property brought in the protectors
with the gun. A 'new figure loomed
On the horizon, the cowboy on horse-
back, often equated with the classical
Greek heroes. A new millieu came
into being, a new set~ing w'as built up
with churches and whisky-saloons,
sherifs and outlaws, representing the
rival forces 01 order and anarchy:
Out of these emerged the spiritual
concept of the Western which almost
became the American national sym-
bol. As William S. Hart has said,
"In this country western lfi]m means
the very essence of national life; the
spirit is bound up in American citi-
zenship". For the movie-camera, the
western symbolized cinema's urge to Sci-Ii and Macabre
go out in the open, into the world The other two types which were
outside the studios where one could gradually growing into maturity were
find abundant dramatic material.,. the scienc~-fi.ction fantasy and the
Every Western film, good, bad or in- crime thrillers tinged with horror ele-
different has this minimum quality, ment. Melies fathered the science-
a feel of the physical reality. Thomas fiction fantasies, transplanting Jules

than a thousand words and he lives
upto the classic image of the slapstick
comedian who is constantly at logger-
heads with inanimate objects, be it a
locomotive, or an ocean liner or a
movie camera, behaving as Di]ys Po-
well has put it, "like one possessed."
His wonderful agility is the result of
-his vaudeville trsining and the fluid
gestures are 'fine examples of mime
acting. Keaton as a film-maker has
an excellent sense of timing, and the
masterful weaving and staging of se-
quences, fast cutting and brilliant
camerawork fully exploiting the ]0-

c:~lions and capturing the Ulood of
the period, display Keaton's thorough
grasp of his medium.
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The "Invaders"
The Hollywood businessmen were

always shrewd and quick enough to
rush for the current f~shions and 10
spot a marketable commodity. When
during the twenties, German and

a hoary period piece, is, of course, of
no importance, excepting as a con-
temporary document 01 Vafentino's
projection into stardom: but Ingram's
film has been able to outgrow the
star-image and to create some im-
pact on posterity. The film is a po-
~erful blending of rich drama with
historical reality and the dark mood
of the doomsday during the outbreak
of the First World War has been po-
werfully evoked. The film's weaknes-
ses are a little novellish digressions,
occasional lapses into literariness, ob-
vious and therefore obtrusive symbo-
lisms and the unnecessary interpola-.
tion of the character of the Stranger
acting as a commentator on the
events and piecing together the diffe-
rent episodes.

~
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to her victims and also with an un-
0crcurrent O'f protest against tJv

- conventional notions of respectability.
This film is remarkable for its
clever unfolding of the Grand' Guinol
passions, for the elegant acting and
for its beautiful atmospheric lighting.
It is not known whether Sternberg
saw this film before making The Blue
Angel but the similarities between the
two films are too distinct to be mis-
sed. Greta Garbo in Clarence
Brown's Flesh And The Devil ap-
pears as another femme fatale of a
more sophisticated variety and the
combined talents of Garbo and Gil-
bert do inject some compelling force
into this otherwise inconsequential
and trite Sudermann triangle melo-
drama. Valentino's performance,
has, however failed -to stand the test
of time and his roles of a tough bull-
<fighter in Fred Niblo's Blood and
Sand and of a gay Lothario turned a
hero in Rex Ingram's The Four
Horsemen Of T,'1e Apocalypse are
just stale shows. Blood and Sand,
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The Stars
The stars are the idols of the cel-

luloid age, the new gods of the screen
pantheon. The silent period in
Am~rican movies saw the rise of the
stars and' the full flowering of the
star system. Garbo, Valentino, ~lbert,
Fairbanks these were household
names. But these people were not
merely the fantasy-images of a dream-
world, but they, were great perform-
ers and their consolidated achieve-
ments elevated the silent film acting
from the primitive level of rolling
eyes and grossly exaggerated gestures
and made it an effective means
of registering the nuances of subtle
emotions. Frank Powell's A Fool
There Was features Theda Bara as a
full-size vamp, destined to spell ruin

Verne stories onto the screen, dish-
ing those with his typical stylised
form. The American cinema was
quick in following Melies and Stuart
Paton made Twenty Thousand Lea-
gues Under The'Sea, one of screen's
memorable' excursions into the fan-
tastic world of Jules Verne. The film
has threG episodes (the de-
serted girl on a lonely island, a
sort of She-Tarzan and the balloon
adventurers, an expertly-photograph-
ed Indian episod('! with elaborate and
gorgeous design, and of course, the
Captain Nemo and the Nautilus
story) and Paton has done a good
piece of constructive editing by com-
bining these three independent plots
Jnto a well-integrated whole. Credit
is also due to the exciting under-
water photography investing the film
with a surrealistic charm. The Un-
holy J1,'1ree by Tod Browning stars
Lon Chaney, the master of the ma-
cabre. Browning has done an ex-
cellent job Of mixing suspense with
comedy and his use of apparantly
innocent surroundings as the breed-
ing-ground for criminal propensities
definitc1y_ marks him out as the pre-
curser of Hitchcock Mystique. Lon
Chaney's acting is a stroke of rare
genius, especially his marvellous im-
personation of a nice old hdy and
his sudden transformation from bru-
tality to sadness towards the end.
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emotional problems of the heroine,
integrating the disturbed state of her
mind with the unleashed elemental
furies, the gushing dust-storm of the
prairies., Seastrom's technical grip is
never at fault, but what keeps on
haunting us is the superb pictorial
rendering of the Injun myth, the roar-
ing wind as the ghost-horse stalking
the wild prairies. Really, a true
Swedish mind at work.

Stroheim: Hollywood's Rebel Child
Stroheim is by now a film legend

and all his whims, his pranks, his
bluffs, his genius, his monostrous ex-
travagance, have gone down in film
history. He could not fit himself
into the conventional pattern o'f Hol-
lywood. In fact, he was too big for
the commercial film-world anywhere.
His schemes were always larger than-
life and Hollywood could not hold
them. So Stroheim has to go on
an enforced exile, as had happened
years later to Orson Wells, another
Of Hollywood's enfant tedible. But

FRONTIER

perhaps to get over the poor content
and some of the sequences like ~he
walk along the moonlit swamp Or the
city scenes with the whirling merry-
go-round and the glittering dance-
halls, are real marvels of studio-
decor and cameraman's artistry. Lu-
bitsch's The Marriage Circle, set in
Vienna" has an air of SWeet deca-
dence and a penchant for GaulIic wit,
making the film as enjoyable as a
wholesome Sardou farce. A neatly
done comedy of situations, the film's
scenal:io could be a model to any
learner of the cni'ft. The film is a
bundle of amorous intrigues, but Lu-
bitsch has kept aloof from the stock
boudoir frivolities and his players
have all given a balanced portraYJls
of their types. Victor Seastrom, the
Swedish director, is quite neglected
by the Hollywood historians, but he
was able to maintain his individual
identity in this alien set-up. His The
Wind starring Lilian Gish, as a city
girl forced to marry a rough hand
in the prairies, goes deep into the
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Swedish film-makers started revolu-
tionising the European screen,. na-

. turally Hollywood could not afford to
miss them. Thus began the import
of talents from abroad and the Euro-
pean invasion of the American film
scene. Ma·rry people came, producers,
directors, stars, cameramen, design-
ers and a' host of others. Many
struck roots, but quite a few of them
returned baffled, dejected and doom-
ed. But initially thr" onrush was
quite extraordiwuy. Nlurnau, the
German director of Dracula and The
Last Laugh, e'Xploded on the Ameri-
can screen with Sunrise with excel-
lent photography by Charles Rosher.
But again, this film seems now terrib-
lY d1ted in content and approach.
Murnau seems to be handicapped
by the weak source-material, Suder-
mann again, a commonplace story of
a peasant ensnared by the wiles of a
vile woman and his ultimate realisa-
tiOn of true love residing in the soft
heart of his wife. Murnau has used
all his technical tricks in this film,
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oppression directly will not only mean
no participation of the masses in the
struggle but will be suppressed by ,
the enemy, without much impact on
the' people, thus isolating them. In
this respect Mao had' said, "we should ,
pay close attention to the well-being
of the masses, from the problems of
land and labour to those (Jf fuel, rice,
cooking oil ana salt. All such prob-
lems concerning the well-being of the
masses would> be placed on our
agenda. We shoul-i help masses to
rea:lise that we represent their in-
terests, that our lives' are intimately
bound '~ with theirs. We should
help them to proceed from these
things to an understanding of the
higher tasks which we have put for-
ward, the tasks of the revolutionary
war, so that they will support the re-
volution and spread it throughout the
country, respond to our political
appeals and fight to the end for vic-
tory in the revolution." It is this
phase of the movement which I had
explained in my previous letter
(August 22, 1970),

Now let us examine the arguments
put forward by Comrade Kunnika.J.

A PRODUCT OF
CAl.CUTTA CHEMICAL
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'" and step into a world of
sheer romance. A fragrance
that's supremely feminine.
subtle, wafting ---"truly a
sensation. Kanta will create
an aura about you,
Ql1it~ irresistible.

Let
KANTA
intoyour lift

enemies is nothing but the expression
of this antagonism. The bourgeoisie
h3s already created an extensive net-
work for its defence and all of them
will suddenly jump upon the people.
TIfey might let loose a reign of terror,
as in West Benga.J. Then what
happens? The masses, fully con-
vinced dE the nature of disguised ins-
titutions, :fight them back, thus making
clear the differentiation between the
people and the enemy. On the
other hand, an attack on the armed
forces of the enemy without taking
any action against the bourgeois

FRONTIER

details, is never erring and the clini-
cal analysis of the character~ and
situation is a clever catwalking bet-
ween the comic and the grotesque.
Stroheim's eroticism is quite palpable
and uninhibited and his films always
successfully register the intended
feeling of void.

/'

J
Class Enemies

40

Letters

Stroheim's films, even though extant
in truncated versions bear proof of
his command ,over the medium and
his original outlook. BMnd Husbands
and Foolish Wives are penetrating
studies in human frailities and Stro-
heim as the master seducer domina-
tes the scenes. His eye for visual

Comrade Kunnikal (Letter, Decem-
ber 5, 1970) seems to be mistaken
in his understanding of who is the
oppressor and the people's relation
with this oppressor in a revolutionary
movement. Though the State is the
institution by which the bourgeoisie
subjugates the people and the armed
forces are the means of guarding this
class r.\l!e, the principal enemy of the
people "fio one else but the bourgeoi-
sie. Ntedless to add, a revolutionary
movement is the outcome of the anta-
gonism of the people against the
bourgeoisie' and annihilation of class
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Oh how class feeling tells I So
long as the killing was at a distance
constables, smalltime businessm~n,
landholders, you did not know or
wish to tnow r you were sure that
such blood-letting is. the stuff of revo-
lution. And now that mindless mur-
der is stalking those of your own set,
people you know and live with, out
COmesFrontier unctuous and whining
for "the battIe 'for the minds of men"
(January 9). You gentlemen must
forgive us reactionaries if we laugh.
But there is nausea also.

TARUN DATTA

Calcutta

Murder

MADAN MalIAN
Bombay

SUBHA GANGULY
Berhampore

Hats off to you, Mr Editor. For
once you have taken your courage in
both hands to disapprove the wanton
killings perpetrated by the CP(ML)
-no matter-in a tone of a fond mo-
ther chiding her lisping child. You
are likely to develop cold feet about
printing this letter for obvious rea-
sons. What is noteworthy is your
brazen disregard 'for objectivity-cer-
tainly not a strong point for a jour-
nalist. That apart, all is right with
your journal.

what should be done with them.
About a peasant uprising he said,
"they (the peasants) will smash all
the trammels that bind them and rush
forward along the ro'ad of liberation.
They will sweep all the im'perialists,
warlords, corrupt officials, local
tyrants and evil gentry ~into their
graves." ,

It is high time to understand that
the sources of the most cruel oppres-
sion are class e~emies. Whether
these are landlords, industrialists,
usurers Or police officers it does not
make any difference. If the people's
desire is to annihilate them, to be
critical about annihilation on one pre-
text or another does not make any
sense.

FRONTIER

pockets which I hinted at III my
- previous letter.

A class enemy represents the most
naked oppression of the people. To
annihila te him is the most sincere
desire of the oppressed. Thus, by
a:nnihilating the class enemy you give
expression to the most sincere desire
of the people. Then the armed
forces come out against the people.
The result is that people fight them
back and liberate that area,.

Mao has never said that no cla·ss
enemy should be killed. Like all
other revolutionaries and humanists
he liked less killing and less oppres-
sion. But when the enemy wa·s more
repressive, he had to insist on the
annihilation of the enemy in larger
numbers. When the 1apanese impe-
rialists were the principal enemy in
Gbina he said, the -collaborators and -
the Japanese imperialists should be
killed. "But China has fought tbe

I Japanese imperialists for two years
and the issue is not yet decided. The
collaborators are still rampant a:nd
very few of them are killed." The
implication is significant. Though
Japanese imperialists were the prin-
cipal enemy, Mao had marked the
class enemies at that time and stated
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Ite asks with surprise, if the people's
retaliation is against the armed forces,
then how it would be possible with-
out creating the ba·se area beforehand?

'I would like to put a counter-ques-
tion. What do you mean by a base
area? Do you mean a: place where
you can 'find some sympathisers, some
activists and some friends who would
offer you shelter? I'f sOr you are
mistaken. An a·rea becomes a base
area only after the peopl~ have libe-
rated it from the enemy forces, des-
troying the bourgeois institutions in
that area and where the masses are
the principal sources combating the
enemy. As the- enemy is strong with
its vast military power, the base area:
may be a no-man's land in the initial
sta:ges. It is a place which offers it-
self for the self-preservation of the
revolutionaries. A base area can

, never be created beforehand as Com-
rade Kunnikal says. For the partici-
pation of the masses in the struggle,
for fighting back the enemy forces,
they must be fully convinced that the
success of the movement reflects the
success of their struggle against
Oppression. It is this logical relation
between the annihila-tion of class
enemies and the creation of base
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